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QM motions launch Week of Action and "regret" Rectorial inaction

Rector under pressure
The ·General Meeting on
Monday 27th January looks
set to concentrate on education issues, with motions con-

well with the Week of Action on ticipatioh in Higher Education to
Education cuts which takes place the extent to which it has become
that week. In urging students to a privilege for those who can
attend the meeting he stated afford it. "
If passed, it will affirm "opposi."sooner or later people have tq
cerning student income cuts face up to the seriousness of what tion to the Conservative Govern-·
the teachers' dispute and the is facing education."
ment's education policy" and "accut in funding to the UniverThis motion, which was prop- tive support for a free educational
. sity. There will also be a osed by Robbie Foy and Aecom- system which meets the demands
motion of regret from the modation Convener, Iain Catto , of those who would benefit from
SRC concerning Archie Mac- suggests that/"depending on their it, without any restnct1on
Pherson's continued refusal cir.cumstances, students will stand imposed by background. " _
Student outlined last week that
to lose between £200 and £300 in
to sign the letter 'to Rangers the next session" and that the cuts the Government is planning to
FC condemning their refusal will "discourage those from low increase student grants by only
to sign Catholic players.
income backgrounds from enter- 2% in the next session and restrict
Although EUSA President ing and continuing in higher edu- payment of certain unemployMike Devlin admitted he would cation and also increase student ment , supplementary and housing
have preferred a wider range of dependance on parents. "
bernefits.
motions, he felt that the General
Most
controversially,
the
The motion on the teachers'
Meeting in Pollock Halls would be motion puts forward the view that dispute states that "the deterioraextremely valuable in "highlight- the Government has adopted a tion of teachers' pay and working
ingthe education issue," and tie in "deliberate policy ... to limit par- conditions, as a result of Conser- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - -

•nto s·heepi•sh problem·

's tudy l

"Of course I'm not standing for a EUSA sabbatical in May!"
The humble British sheep is teriology. He believes that
shortly to become the subject of a · anaerobic bacteria may be at the
three yew study by Edinburgh- root of the problem.
based researchers, to examine
Very cleverly, these minute ereproblems they have with their atures can live without oxygen
teeth (the sheep's problems that is, and, as a result, make themselves
.not the researchers).
at home in the mouth round about
Just as in humans, problems the gums. Gradually the inflamwith teeth cate amongst the com- mation that they cause leads to
monest of complaints endured by receding gums, jaw damage and
sheep. In particular, this new eventual loss of teeth. This is the
study will focus its attention on the not-so-clever part, since loss of
problem of ' broken mouth'. This teeth inevitably leads to death·,
afflication is also common to either through lack of food or at
humans, and not just those who the local abattoir.
spend their nights in the PotterFarmers claim that 'broken
row.
mouth' costs them upwards of
£10million a year. By calculating
At first sight, it appears a little that the sheep would have lived
disconcerting that, despite a repu- another two years, produced two
tation for docility, sheep should sets of healthy lambs which would
suffer so severely from this par- have gone on to provide more of
ticular form of physical abuse. In the same; by allowing for the probfact, visions of regular bust-ups at ability of future sheep being lost
the local watering-hole are slightly through •broken mouth' disease
misleading, to say the least. To say and, eventually, by plucking a
the most, they are a complete dis- comiSletely arbitrary figure out of
the air, a £10 million loss seems
tortion of the truth.
In reality, nobody as yet knows just about right.
Perhaps of greater concern to .
what causes •broken mouth' in the
humans is the fact that we, too, are·
poor animals, otherwise the
prone to tooth loss through
Wellcome Trust would not be put'brpken mouth' or 'gum disease' "
ting up nearly i;S0,000 to fund this
Specific project. Academics do According to Dr Poxton, "Probahave their suspicions, amongst bly up to 50 per cent of adult toot1!
loss is due to this."
them Dr Ian Poxton of Edinburgh
Michael Moore
University's Department of Bae-

vative Government's policy is
detrimental to education and consequently to society as a ,xhole" ·
and that "students, as consumers
of education, must recog~ise the
teachers' case and support their
action ." Proposed by Societies
Convener Don McCorquodale,
commit EUSA to actively support
the teachers' campaign." ,
"Under-funding has, and will
continue to have a detrimental
effect on our University Sector,"
· according to a motion proposed
by Mike Devlin. It will deal with
the proposal to cut Edinburgh
University's Grant by 2%, which,
according to a report produced by
the University could lead to the
dismissal of 170 staff. It calls on
EUSA "To give full support to
any - future campaigns which
oppose higher education cuts"
and"towritealettertotheSecret-

. aryofstate
for Education
deploring cuts in higher
education."
The SRC is putting forward a
motion of regret concerning
Rector Archie MacPherson's continued refusal to sign the letter to
Rangers FC which was mandated
by the AG M's quorate decision to
condemning their "discriminatory" sectarian selection policy.
Speaking to · Student EUSA
President Mike Devlin indicated
his disappointment at the Rector's
decision not to complete this "almost routine process." Calling on
the Rector to write an open letter
to Student , or another publication, widely by students. He
stated. he was "not satisfied" by
the Rector's explainations to date
and felt he was "tJying in the face
of student democracy."
Although Mr MacPherson will
tie taking part in the General
'Meeting it is not known if he will
speak in his own defence on this
issue.
Photo by David Yarrow ·
Ian Robertson

KB referendum
called ·for

King's Buildings .
The Science Council Executive.
proposing the motion, suggested
that the combined forces of KBU
and EUSA would give the King's
At the Science Students' Coun- Buildings Union a much-needed
cil meeting last Thursday, a facelift. Catering would be
motion was proposed as to improved, and the isolation which
·whether KBU ought to hold a is felt by students at KB would be
referendum about joining the Stu- reduced by , the presence of
dents' Association. The motion EUSA.
was accepted by 23 votes to 17 and
However, Ia.n Gray ,. President
will be presented at a KBU Gen- of KBU, speaking against the
eral Meeting at the end of this motion, feared that EUSA w9uld
month . This issue is, however,' be unable to provide as good a ser.already prompting disagreements vice and said, "The KBU has for
among officials, students and staff 40 years been pr9viding a good
· at King's Buildings.
service, in fact it is .a better umon
than the others."
He claims .that EUSA were
once asked if.they would do the
catering at KB but they refused.
"They're not ,prepared to put m
a~y effort up here ," he said. furthermore. he refutes EUSA's claim
·that arts students would be subsidising the food that science students eat. KB ar ehoping to take
control of the catering when the

This week
m

STUDENT
Win a holiday
for two

Student is offering you the chance
to win a week's free skiing for two

at Tignes in France. All you have to
do is answer three simple questions
about skiing and you could be
spending the beginning of April at

one of the foremost ski resorts in
Europe.

-page17
Accommodation available
This week S1udem launches its
Accommodation/Small

Ads

section. If you·re looking for someJwhere to stay. or for that elusive
piece of equipment for your own
pleasure and delight. then this

section is for you.

-page s

Hang
'em
.
In Student this week. an exclusive.
no-holds-barred.
in-depth
intervieW with those super
homespun wholegrain pop stars.

The Men They Couldn't Hang.
Craig McNieol gets the low-down

on the h<?e-down.

The future of the King's Buildings Union (KBU) is presently at
the centre of a major University
dispute.

Continued on page 2
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Coke's South Africa link McCaig awarded
honorary degree
revealed
The possibility emerged this
week that Coca-Cola might be
banned from the students'
union shops at Edinburgh University as a result of the CocaCola Company's South African connections. This follows
the recent ban on Appletise .
after it was shown to contain
South African produ~. However, the ban on Coke seems
unlikely to be implemented
after careful consideration by
the Students' Association.
The question of Coke's South
African connections first arose in
the United States where students at
the traditionally black Howard
University in Washington DC have
been demonstrating against the
company. The students' association at Howard University has now
banned Coke· from sale -in their
facilities.
Student contacted the company's
UK subsidiary who admitted that
the Coca-Cola group did have substantial commitments in South
Africa. In a public relations document released to Student, the company states that it has 4,800
employees in South Africa, 80 per
cent of whom as black. The company claims that it is "committed to
fair treatment and equal opportunity for all its South African
employees regardless of race". It
also claims that a large number "of
the participants in our training
programmes for supervisors are
black", and that if offers non-discriminatory salary scales, benefit
plans, and helps '2(acks trying to
obtain urban residence rights. The

Norman Mc Caig, -0ne of Scotland's leading poets, has recently
been awarded an honorary degree
from Dundee University.

Coke; ·yet another South African connection on the shelves of the union
shop?
,
Photo: David Yarrow

.company also claims that it has called on the South African government to take "a . number of far·reaching legal and ·political steps"
including "meaningful political
participation by2 nd representation
for blacks". It does not, however,
makementionoffullpoliticalrights
in parity with whites.
Yesterday, Edinburgh University Students' .Association Deputy
·President, Harry Elwin, told Student that there will be .no ban on
sales of Coke from the union shops
at Edinburgh, emphasising that
while it was EUSA's policy not to
stock South African products, the
Coke sold in Britain was a British
and not a South African product.
Mr Elwin also stated that the union
bars sold Pepsi not Coke.
Mr Elwin felt that a ban by
EUSA could, if it had any effect,
only damage British jobs. This
point was also made by the Students' Representative Council's

External Affairs Con~ener, David
Clark, who said: "For us to boycott
- Coca-Cola would mean that we
were effectively boycotting British
workers. "
Mr Clark, who is also chairpersonoftheEUAnti-ApartheidSociety, did, however, criticise the
Coca-Cola Company, saying that it
was impossible for a company to
operate in South Africa without
being part of the apartheid system.
There is "no way", he. said, "that
you can a~olish apartheid within
the factory gates", because of the
.regime's apartheid labour lewgislation -which any company operating in South Africa would have to
·
adhere to.
Mr Clark said that he would "be
happier if some action could be
taken against Coke", but a,ccepted.
theviewoftheDeputyPresidentof
EUSA that no action by the
.Association was necessary.
Gary Duncan

Students Action
Week
·
Edinburgh Unfversity Students'
Association's Education Action
Week starts on January -27th.
Aimed at increasing student awarness of the education issue, the
week will concentrate on bringing
the extent of the cuts home to students, and hopes to build on this
new awareness to organise lobbying of MPs.

politicaI groups.
- The major event of the week,

geared towards the impecunious
student, is Lottery 300; £300 being
the amount of money lost from
the student grant since 1979.
Information desks around the
University will explain the procedure. Write a letter to your MP
and gain a free entry for the draw
EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy, on Friday at which twelve lucky
is currently arranging a wide winners will receive their £25·
range.of events designed to stimu- prizes. Letters to local MPs will be
late student interest on the issue. delivered on Saturday. _
The campaign will be launched at
The Education Action Week is
the Pollock General Meeting. a change from the longer camGuest speakers should include . paigns of last year. The EUSA
Alan Smart, President of the Scot- . hopes that a week of concentrated
tish NUS, and our own Rector, action will achieve greater student
Archie MacPherson. Motions on participation and produce conHigher Education cuts, Student crete results. Anyone with further
income and the Teachers' strike ideas for the campaign should
have been proposed. Lunchtime contact Robbie Foy in the EUSA
will
take
place offices.
meetings
throughoutthe week and ·it is
• Robbie Foy hopes to include
hoped that SRC memb_s:rs will the cancelled Social Security cuts
highlight the different areas of meeting, originally scheduled for
student life under threat. Other yesterday. as part of the Educaspeakers should include members· tion Action Week.
of other student organisations and
Isabel Campbell

The National Union of Stu- dents (Scotland) is to stage a
major lobby of MPs over cuts
in student grants and benefits
when the Scottish Grand
Committee meets in Edinburgh on Monday morning.
All Scottish MPs will attend the
parliamentary-style
meeting,
which has been called to discuss
the recently published Scottish
Tertiary Education Advisory
Council (STEAC) report.
However, students from all
over Scotland will be demonstrating outside the meeting, at the
Assembly building in Regent
Road, against the planned
increase in grant levels by just 2
per cent , and the limitation of students' rights to benefits proposed
in the Government's current
White Paper on Social Security.
MPs will be lobbied as they
arrive for the meeting, which is
due to start at 10.30 am. After the
main speeches in the debate, indi-

"'

KBU.
Harry Elwin went on to comment that KBU would profit by
EUSA's back-up management
and experience, but Ian· Gray
counters, "KBU have just as
much experience as EUSA''. KBU
and El.JSA are to meet today
(Thursday) to discuss further
aspects of the proposed move.
Prue Jeffreys

Sally B·urlton

UCCA trivia pursuit
The Independent Schools
Careers Organisation has claimed
that tactical ploys, double bluffs,
and careful timing can all be critical considerations in learning how
to play "the UCCA game".
Admissions tutors told members of the Careers Writers'
Association that order of preferences chosen by candidates,
choice of examination subjects,
interviews, and timing of applica·tions all play a part in the success,
or otherwise, of applications for
university entrance through the
Universities' Central Council for
Admissions.
Several universities have admitted that 1t is a waste of time to put

NUS to lobby MPs
over grant cuts

"KB would profit from EUSA" claim
• continued from p. ·1.
present agreement with the Uni- permission · is presently being
versity Catering Services runs out sought for July.
There is also fear that beer
at the end of June.
EUSA Deputy President Harry prices will go up at KBU and a
Elwin feels that if this were charge will be made on sports
allowed to happen, it would be facilities at KB . However, Harry
"very detrimental to students and Elwin stressed that KB beer is
staff' ..He thinks that if the two do cheap and that its increase in price
not join together it would be a is well below the increase in inflagreat strain on KBU. Whatever tion. He also saw no need to
the case, the kitchens are badly in . change the organisation of the
need of renovation and planning sports facilities already . run by

Obviously pleased with his own
award, he did not see fit to criticise the awards system as a whole.
However, he did point out that
artists were remarkable for their
absence from the New Year's
Honours List. Not a single writer,
painter, actor or musician was
given an award this year.
Moreover, he went on to say
that the omission of Bob Geldof
frorn the list was disgraceful. Geldofs staggering achievements of
1985 surely deserve some credit.
It would seem that industry , commerc~. politics and science are
more deserving ?f awards than

either charity or the arts.
• Professor Andrew Forrest
Regius Professor of Clinical
Surgery at Edinburgh University
• since 1970, was awarded a knighthood in the New Year's Honours
List.
In · addition to the Chair he
holds at the University, he is also
editor of the Scottish Medical
Journal , part-time chief scientist
of the Scottish Home and Health
Department, civilian consultant
to the Royal Navy and honorary.
consultant surgeon to · Edinburgh's Royal Infirmary.
Professor Forrest was unavaila'ble for comment due to illness. He
had a heart attack before Christmas and is at home recovering .

vidual MPs will be met by NUS·
representatives within the buildjng. The debate is expected to
- ·
finish around 1 pm.
All Scottish universities and
colleges affiliated to the NUS
have been asked to take part, but
there is also likely to be participation from other institutions such
aJ Glasgow University.
'
EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy
told Student that Edinburgh University students will be urged to go

along to the lobby too, and that
EUSA will be publicising the
event.
The proposals concerning students in the White Paper on social
Security include removing entitlesment to supplementary and
Unemployment Benefit during
the short vacations , excluding students in halls of residence from
claiming
Housing
Benefit,
abolishing rea5csessment of student claims to Housing Benefit
during the year, and limiting payment of Housing Benefit to students absent during the long vacation.
In addition, covenants are to
cover only ter-to-term periods,
rather than the full year.

them fourth or fifth on the UCCA
form for certain subjects, but did
not publish this fact as applicants
"woulc;l think it applied to all subjects".
Mrs Fiona Longstaff, in charge
of Undergraduate Admissions
Policy at Edinburgh University ,
told Student that the University
does not consider its position in a
candidate's order of preference as
particularly important when
selecting potential students. The
·exception
was
Veterinary
.Medicine , where exceptional
competition for places was such
that orders of ·preference had to
form part of the selection process.
Gary Duncan

may not realise the likely effect on
stucjents of a combination of these
and the cut in real terms of student
grants.
The NUS plan to continue their
grants and benefits campaign
throughout the spring.
Friday, 24th January , has been
.declared a national .Day of
Action on these issues , and is to
include students lobbying their
local MPs in their own constituencies.
Further ahead , a mass lobby of
Parliament is planned for February.
Individual student bodies will
be
engaged
in
additional
activities, however. Glasgow University students will be sending six
giant postcards filled with signatures opposing the proposed
benefit cuts to the Health and
Social Security Secretary, Norman Fowler.
• The STEAC report , to be
debated by the Scottish Grand
committee, will also be considered by an NUS-organised seminar at Moray House College on
Monday afternoon. '
The report recommends the
closure of two of the seven higher
education colleges in Scotland.
In addition it proposes the setting up of a separate Scottish
funding body for all higher education north of the border.
The main effect of this would be
to take the funding and future
planning of Scottish universities,
;uch as Edinburgh, out of th~
.hands of the London-based University Grants Committee.

. Alastair Dalton
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Tory
Wood renews attack on Thatcher studen!s'
campaign
No surprises in Labour councillor's speech

In an. interesting; if somewhat
.
redictable, speech_ Mr Al~x
~ood, leader of Ed1_nburgh District Council, gave his account of
"l,oClll
Government
under
Th tcher" to a meeting of the Univer~ity's Politics and Economics
Society.
.
Mr Wood interpreted the v1cof the Labour Party in the
tory
. . Co
.
May 1984 D1stnct
unc1 1 e 1ections as "a vote,, for services and
ainst rate cuts , and went on to
agtalogue the "derisory record" of
ca
the ·Conservativ~ Cou':1c1·1 w" h'1ch
had been in office pnor to the
elections.
Jn particular, Mr Wood focussed his attack~ on thei~ poor
record on housmg, pomtmg out Alex Wood takes the floor at the Politics and Economics Society's meet- ·
Photo: Craig McNicol
that rents in Edinburgh were well ing.
present Conservative GovernAccording to Mr Wood, the
above the Scottish average whilst
ment. He condemned Govern- present Government has left locaJ
Edinburgh's record on housmg
ment attempts to claw back the authorities with only three·
repairs was the worst of any major
rate support grant and restrictions options, if they are to meet their
Scottish city. There were 13,000
on the rate levy which, he local government commitments.
on the coundl housing waiting
claimed, throw local government They can increase council rents,
list, whilst over 10,000 were awaitbudgets into chaos. The Council cut services or disregard the preing rehousing.
leader went on to criticise the determined government expendiMr Wood then went on to
restrictions placed on the amount ture limits and, by so doing, break
defend the record of the present
of rates which can be spent on the law.
District Council, emphasising the
The Edinburgh District Counbuilding new houses.
difficulties of working with the

Sabbaticals
reply to Paper
The sabbaticals of the eight
Scottish universities'
~tudent
unions have drawn up a document
containing their response to the
Government's
controversial
Green Paper on The Development
of Higher Education into the

1990s.
The Green Paper claims that
students' unions have been unrepresentative and that "their
policies are determined and
implemented by a minute proportion of union membership".
Nine hundred copies of the
response from the Scottish sabbaticals have been prepared and
these will be .distributed to every
representative body that the issue
might concern.
The document contains a joint
statement as well as the responses
from individual university student
unions. The former questions the
Green Paper's remark that student unions are not always representative of the student body as
a whole and points out that the
"practices which the present Government is imposing on the trade
union movement are already part
and parcel of the activities of student unions". In other words, the
document is outlining the fact that
student unions already use crosscampus secret ballots, regularly
change leadership and regularly
consult with their membership.
University funding, rather than
the old separate union fee,
although being upheld by the
Government , is attacked by the
sabbaticals statement. They argue
that separate funding guaranteed
unions statutory autonomy and
prevented a student union from
"becoming a puppet in the hands
of the institution".
. The position_and role of sabbatical students, which also comes
Under attack in the Green Paper,

cil initially favoured the breaking
'of Government guidelines and
went on to exceed them by some
£22 million in their budget planning. Although they were later
forced to back down from these
plans, Mr Wood claims that by
selling off certain reserves and
capital receipts, they nevertheless
managed to spend an extra £2 m to
preserve services and create jobs.
Mr Wood , claimed there was
widespread support for his
policies, pointing to an opinion
poll conducted by the Evening
News which found 65 per cent of
the people backed the council , in
taking on the government to
improve housing conditions." He
also claimed that by actually
spending more money, Edinburgh had secured a greater grant
for the next year.
Mr Wood enters the new year
with greater confidence and hopes
"to consolidate the achievements
of the last year" by fulfilling his
prime objective of securin~, "the
protection and advancement of
the social wage of working class
people in Edinburgh."
Neil Forsyth

Travel chance for
journalists

Do you enjoy. travelling? Are
xou keen to break into journalism
as a career? Then why not con:
sider combining the two by putting
your holidays to good long-term
is strongly defended in the docu- use by working as a researcher for
ment. The sabbaticals accuse the a series or guide books.
Green Paper of "tarring them.
Edinburgh graduate Katie
with the same brush" and nr_gue Wood contacted Student this
that the volatility of student life week with details of a unique
inevitably means that now and opportunity for anyqne , with an
again a mishap may occur.
interest in journalism ; to help
research a forthcoming guide
Furthermore, while this might book called Holiday Greece.
be widely publicised, the hunSpeaking from her home, freedreds of problems successfully lance travel writer Katie Wood
dealt with remain ignored. explamect that five or six research
Moreover, they highlight .the fact assistants are required , starting at
that in Scotland there are only 24 Easter.
Sabbaticals to 46,271 students.
"We are looking for intelligent,
literate, hard-working people
who will write to deadlines," she
explained. "People who can use
their initiative and seek out information on their own. The. guide
currently under preparation is on

Greece, and therefore an extensive knowledge of this country is
essential. . " _.,_
Ms Wood was closely involved
with. researching and publishing
Europe by Trai'l,-widely read by
students, and regarded by many
as the.Interrailer's Bible.
Please write to her, with a full
CV, any examples of journalistic
abilities, and a photo to: Holiday
Greece, c/o News Co-Editor, Student, 48 The Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ. All replies will be
forwarded immediately, and
unopened, to Katie Wood.
Holiday' Greece is aimed specifically at package holiday travellers, and should be -in print by
January 1988. Future commission
wospects are excellent .for the
right people, and Katie Wood will
be delighted to hear from anyone
at all who has visited Greece and
might be interested. Devin Scobie

The Federation of Conservative Students announced
last week that they intend to
take an active role in the
Unionist · campaign against
the Anglo-Irish agreement.
To protest at the agreement,
Unionist MPs have decided to
recontest their seats.
The FCS , whose past antics
have proved an embarrassment to
the Conservative Party , are planning to send 40 of their members
to help in electioneering for the
poll of January 23rd.
Steve Nicholson , a committee
member of the FCS in London
denied that students were betraying the Party by supporting the
Unionists. He argued instead that
the Anglo-Irish agreement was
itself a betrayal of the Conservative Party's traditional allegiance
to the Union.
But if the FCS do go ahead with.
their plans , their welcome may be
less than enthusiastic. One target
constituency, Fermanagh and
South Tyrone , won four years ago
by hunger striker Bobby Sands, is
still strongly republican. On the
border, where feelings run high,
the FCS could find themselves in a
situation which goes beyond
knocking on doors and handing
out leaflets.
Although none of the members
of Edinburgh FCS are helping in
the campaign, chairman Simon
Morgan said that many did support the action. He also dispelled
fears that students might be walking into a risk situation that was
beyond their control.
Steve Nicholson further denied
that the FCS were looking for a
confrontation. "We take the position that the OUP is part of the
Conservative and Unionist Party
and so we are merely helping
people whom we consider to be
part of our Party," he said.
Support offered by students has
been welcomed by Mr James
Molyneaux, leader of the OUP. ,
Mr Molyneaux believes that the
Unionist cause does have
within the Conservative Party.
and that many MPs voted for the
Anglo-Irish deal unaware of its
implications.
Lorraine Telford

Glasgow student vigil
supports banned·COS.AC
Automatic membership is
Hundreds of students from unidefended as the only viable way to versities and colleges all over
maintain the position of student Scotland are expected to assembly
unions as representative of all stu- in front of the Glasgow South
dents. The document deems it African Consulate for a vigil on
"unfair to force a student to have · Wednesday, 22nd January, in
to choose between whether or not protest of the banning of the Conthey should spend money on join- gress of South African Students
ing their student union or use it to (COSAC) last summer.
alleviate the often critical state of
The vigil, organised by the
their financial situation".
National Union of Students
(NUS), will be held in silence as a
Students' freedom of expres- symbolic gesture of the "silence"
sion also comes under threat from forced upon COSAC by the aparthe Green Paper, according to the theid regime in South Africa. The
sabbaticals' document.
This ban on COSAC prohibits its funcpoints out that part of the functi~n tioning as an organisation. This
of student unions is tomake pubhc makes it illegal to be in any way
the views · of students on these affiliated to COSAC.
COSAC is best known for its
issues. The sabbaticals see the
Green Paper's threat to abolish campaign around the Educational
funding except for institutional Rights Charter in South Africa
purposes, as a direct attac~ on stu- which entails six demands, includ·
ing recognition of democratic students' freedom of exoress10n.
Laura Kibby dent representative bodies, an

end to corporal punishment for
students, lifting of aid restriction
for education , an · end to sexual
harassment of female students ,
and an end to unqualified teaching in schools.
Most of COSAC's members are
18 years old and younger. They
were affiliated with the United
Democratic Front and were officially banned on 28th August of
last year, after the government
declared the country in a "state of
emergency", according to Alan
Smart, direcror of NUS.
Ian Colgan, vice-president of
the Students' Association at
Moray House College, said: "The
government in South Africa obviously sees young people as a
threat."
The ban of COSAC, according
ro Smart, "had not received as
much attention as it should have",
and the idea to hold the vigil came

up when a black South African
student spoke at the NUS conference. The vigil will serve to reinforce the importance of the ban
and "will show some international
solidarity on our part", he added.
The vigil happens to fall on the·
same day as Winnie Mandela goes
on trial for breaking her "internal" exile and a demonstration is
to be held outside the South African ,Embassy in London.
Immediately following the
vigil, from 1-2 pm, will be a picket
outside Barclay's Bank, whose
subsidiary controls some 40 per
cent of South Africa's banking
market. ·
Students' Association ex1ccutives at Napier, Queen Margaret,
Telford and Art Colleges have
said that their st,!ldents plan to
n~rtidoate.

Peter Blumber,
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Doing it by the book
A comprehensive new Universitywide library survey was launched
last week, in the Science Faculty
at King's Buildings, by the SRC

Main Library on Monday , und_er
the organsiation Qj the Educational Committee Convener,
Cheow-Lay Wee, and Ms Gill

Cheow-Lay Wee, lord of all he surveys.

Education Committee. Backed by
the University library authorities,
the survey hopes to evaluate the
library facilities and guage students · feelings about those
facilities.
Concern about the Government's cutbacks on services, and
the limited resources available to
libraries , prompted the Library
and library staff to endorse the
SRC survey. The survey commenced at the Geor)!e Square

Photo: Simon Groom

Troup, Education and Welfare
Advisor.
The random survey will involve
1,000 Edinburgh University students from all years and faculties
who fill be asked to answer a comprehensive questionnaire. Comprising 28 questions, under five.
general headings , the survey deals
with all aspects of the Umvers1ty
library system, including the
usage of the Main and Class Libraries , a proposed extension of

ESCA clean up ·

library opening hours and
The
Edinburgh
Students
weekend borrowing. The avilabilAppeal
(ESCA)
ity of books, the accessibility and Charities
its
fund-raising
usefulness of computerisation and reviewed
general comments towards impro- activities, past and planned, on
ving the existing system will also ,Monday night at its General Meeting in Chambers Street.
be considered.
Major
forthcoming events
Distribution of the survey is
being carried out mostly through include the Rainbow Rag Ball on
faculty councils, by class represen- Saturday at Teviot Row, which
tatives and through lecture features Blues 'n' Trouble and the
announcements during this week cabaret act The Dohnuts. In addiand next week. Collection of the tion, a jumble sale is to be held in
completed surveys will be through the McEwan Hall on the afternoon
organised collection points at of Saturday, 8th February·
Last Saturday six volunteers
Union houses and shops, KB
Centre and Union , and at Pollock braved the blustery wet weather in
order to scrub down bus shelters in
Refectory.
The final results should be the Princes Street and Waverley
announced in the fifth or sixth Station area.
These curiously clad cleaners,
week of this term ; and the information gathered will be presented including one touting a plastic
to the University Library Com- machine-gun, were met at Orsi
mittee and to the Teaching & with incredulity from passers-by,
Learning and Assessment Com- but once the fund-raising motive
mittee where any changes to the was explained generosity was
existing library system will be
made.
Cheow-Lay Wee is confident
that with the particular organisation of this survey, based on each
faculty fulfilling its prescribed
· quota, and the expected part1c1paFollowing the panic which
tion of students in answering, will swept through the queues for Uninot only ensure its success but
versity flat application forms last
provide an informed basis for
Jamuary, this year sees the operastrengthening the library and
tion of new and fairer procedure.
assure better services for all EdinThe Student Accommodation
burgh University students.
Service (SAS) and the SRC conJane Kelly
ceived a lottery system replacing
the "first come first served" prin-.
ciple of the old procedure.
Previously students' places on
the applica~t list were fixe_d
rather more open than had been according to the number on their
suggested in some "sensationalist forms, which in turn depended on
books" - or so it was claimed. the s.tudents' position in the
Masonic lodges had , for example, queue .
often invited non-masons as
This year there was no need to
guests to various events. There brave the elements in the hope of
was also no secrecy about the getting a low-numbe~ed form , as
masonic "rituals" - only about positions on the apphcant hst will
their interpretation .
be determined by a draw to be
held tomorrow (Friday) afterGary Duncan noon at the SAS office , in the presence of both SRC and SAS staff
members.
.
For inclusion in the draw , com-

Flat race over

Understanding the Lodge
In what Edinburgh University's
Department of Extra-Mural
Studies described as ''the Orsi
event of its kind ever held ip Scotland," Mr Peter Wassell, a lecturer in the department, last week
presented a discussion on the subject of freemasons.

The se;sion, entitled "The
Freemasons Today: Are They
Understood?" was well attended
by members of the public, including several who admitted to being
freemasons and several more who
seemed to be. No official representative of the Grand Lodge of
Scotland (the ' ruling body' of
Scottish freemasons) attended.
though it seems likely that one of
the masons present was there ai
an unofficial observer for the
Grand Lodge.
The discussion focussed on
whether the freemasons could be
considered a subversive organisation, and whether masons actively
discriminated in favour of each
other in, for example, dealing
with job appiications.
The masons present at the
meeting strongly denied that any
discrimination of this type took
place and the chairman of the
meeting, Mr Owen Du_dley
Edwards, of Edinburgh University's History Department,cited
an example of a defendant in a
murder trial who told the judge·
that he should not pass sentence
of death because both defendant
and judge were freemasons. The
judge replied that his duty as a
citizen should prevail over his
-·
duty to other masons.
The Freemasons, it was said,
.held the teachings of the organisation, which were humanitarian
· and character building, as
paramoun~. They discriminated
against no group and there was,
for example, a Jewish Lodge of
Freemasons in Edinburgh.
The masons present also
actively denied any connection
with either the Orange Order in
Northern Ireland, or tlie "highly

controversial Italian organisation
P2.

It was also claimed that there
had been, in 1938, a Masonic
Lodge at Edinburgh University
but that this was no longer in existence.
It became apparent that much
of the interest in freemasons was
<lue to their supposed secrecy,
when in fact the organisati"on was

The bus stops here
Edinburgh Science Students'
Council has learnt of a proposal to
cut the minibus service from
George Square to the King's
Buildings. At the end of last term ,
the council had decided to carry
out a survey exam ining the fau lts
in the ;erviae, with a view to
improving them. Howe"."er bear-

forthcoming.
The exercise was judged to have
been worthwhile, having raised
over £50 and having created, it was
•hoped, a favourable impression
with the public.
Perhaps · the most successful
event touched upon at the meeting
was the recent carol singing which
raised £450, though the Torchlight Procession which preceded
it, and the Christmas tree sales
were pronounced failures.
However, attentions and hopes
have already turned toward the
future, and focusing in particular
upon Charities Week in the summertime when amongst other
events a Half Marathon will be
run.
A schedule of events in the intervening period has already been
planned and will include Rag
Raids - and a "Silly Party"
Michael Burgermeister

minibus is £41,000 per annum. By
cutting the service this sum of
money could be saved. Moreover ,
he went on to say that the initial
function of the bus was to transport lecturers and demonstrators
to and from George Square, riot
students. A function which he
believes the bus no longer serves.

pleted forms must be returned to
the SAS office by 12 noon on Friday. Thereafter forms will be
added to the list , expected to be
published by the middle of ~ext
week, in order of date and time
received. The list will be on display in the SAS office and the
Mandela Centre.
The SRC Accommodation
Convener, Mr lain Catto,
emphasised that the posi:ion in
the applicant list is not of
paramount importance in the allocation of flats . Obviously, chances·
of a successful application are also
greatly influenced by other factors
such as the applicants' sta_ted
requirements, the size of their
group and their year of stud(
Interviews between applicants
and SAS staff will begin soon after
publication of the list and the SAS
hopes to start offering flats m m1dApril.
Sarah Forsyth

They came from
here ...
This week at least, Malcolm he worked as a politics lecturer in
Leslie Rifkind has undoubtedly Rhodesia , before returning to
become Edinburgh University's Scotland to read for the Bar. Malmost famous graduate. Student colm Rifkind entered Parliament
profiles Britain's newest Cabinet in 1974, and colleagues have fre·
Minister in the first of a series of quently regarded him· as "an old
profiles which will look at a few of head on young shoulders." He
Edinburgh's
more
famous · nevertheless felt compelled to disgraduates.
agree with Tory colleagues in 1979

Catching the bus - but for how much longer? Photo: Michael

ing this recent proposal in mind ,
the survey, due to take place in
week three, has taken on a new.
significance.
Mr Anderson, the Buildings
Officer, wrote to the Dean of the
Science Faculty explaining that
reductions of the non-academic
budget were being considered.
The present cost of running the

Longstaffe
Miranda Crichton, secretary
of the ScienceStudents' Council,
urges all students using the bus to
fill in the survey. Their support is
needed if the servi<;e is to continue. Copies of the survey will be
handed to students on the bus, but
they may also be found in the
Appleton Tower and at KB.
Sally Burlton

The 39-year old Conservative
MP for Edinburgh Pentlands was
appointed Secretary of State for
·Scotland last week as part of a
series of Tory shakeups following
Michael Heseltine's resignation.
His Scottish Office predecessor
George Younger was promoted to
fill Heseltine's vacant Cabinet
seat, leaving the way clear for a
surprised Malcolm Rifkind to be
promoied to the Cabinet for the
first time.
Mr Rifkind was educated at
George Watson's College, and
went on to gain both an LLB al)d
an MSc at Edinburgh University.
As
a student,
colleagues
remember him as a "debonaire
dresser" and a connisseur of wine!
For two years after graduation ,

over the devolution issue , and he
went on to lead an ultimately
unsuccessful "yes" campaign. He
had prevjously resigned as the
shadow spokesman on Scottish
affairs.
.f
Student spoke to Malcolm R1 ·
kind on Sunday evening, and _he
said then that he was "lookung
forward " to settling into his new
position: As the Government's
newest Cabinet recruit , and th e
youngest ever Scottish Secretary,
Mr Rifkind has almost certainly
secured a reputation as one of th e
Conservative Party's rising st ars .
Quoted in the Sunday Mail laS t
weekend , he quipped "l suppos~ 1
am ambitious, but in a who Y
pleasant and delightful way·" .
Devin Scobie
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News

Annual report published ACCOMMODATION
The survival of Edinburgh Uniersity at its present size and with
~ts current range of subjects is in
·eopardy as a result of government
~uts, according to ~r John Bu~nett, Principal of Edinburgh University,
.
.
Reviewing the year m the University's Annual Report for 1984/
85 Dr Burnett talks of a " plethora
of' new demands which have
affected the whole University".
"First came the Jarratt inquiry
into the efficiency of the system
next to the Government's Green
Paper ... and finally the request
by the University Grants Committee to propose a research strategy
for the rest of the 1980s. "
Dr Burnett congratulated all his
colleagues for their "outstanding
efforts" which meant that the University was able to cope with all
these demands.
"I am left in no doubt that this
University is blessed with an
exceptionally gifted and loyal
staff," he said.
Commenting on the £800,000
per annum reduction in the University's income as a result of the
policy in the Green Paper on
Higher Education, Dr Burnett
said that "the University is now
faced with an intolerable task in
order to maintain all that it holds
worth while" .
"Graduates shou ld be in no
doubt of the conflict between the
Government's undoubted policy
on the one hand to reduce public
expenditure, and on the other, its
claim that it wishes to promote
access to all those qualified and
seeking tertiary education, and to
maintain and improve the quality

AVAILABLE

of teaching and research. "
as the best student newspaper in
But, in Dr Burnett's own Scotland", referring to its success
words, "all is not gloom". He con- m the 1985 Student Press Awards
gratulates the General Council sponsored by the Glasgow
If you wish to advertise accommodation; if you need accommodaAppeal (set up by graduates and Herald.
tion; or if you have any other small advertisements, hand them in
staff in late 1982) which has now • Copies of the report are availato Student at 48 The Pleasance, or put them in the red Student
raised more than £530,000 and ble to all students and can be
boxes around the Unions.
comments on the success of the picked up from reception at Old
Edinburgh Development Fund College.
Guy Fisher Double Room (£30 per month or Shared Double Room (£17.50 per
Campaign. In addition , he notes
that "Student has been recognised
each); 2 Argyle
_________
...;..._;.;.;.;.______________ I shared
Terrace,£25Marchmont.
Tel Park
229 week); female. 206 Morrison
Street. 229 372 l.
3411.

No woman no cry

The Students' Representative
Council last week decided against
a proposal put forward last term
by EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy to
include a women's officer among
the SRC office-bearers.
Welfare Convener Cathy Presland undertook to test and analyse
student opinions on the desirability and possible role of a women's
officer at the end of last term.
The decision was partly influenced by !he current policy of
streamlining the SRC, rendering
any expansion undesirable.
Instead , a number of recommendations have been drawn up with
the aim of attracting attention to
,the fact that many women remain
disadvantaged during their university careers, as well as outside
them.
It will be written into the directives of SRC committees that the
latter should attempt to heighten
awareness of this problem - for
example, they should recognise
that there is often an imbalance in
the numbers of postgraduates and
teaching staff, with women usu-

ally heavily outnumbered.
Particular attention will be
directed towards some areas of
university life. Ms Presland cited
the example of the careers office,
saying that interviewers would be
unintentionally biased against
female applicants, especially
where the vacancy at stake lay
within a male-dominated sphere
of work.
The Community Affairs Committee will be directed to handle
the problem of single mothers at
the University
Union policy is also to be
guided in the direction of non-discriminatory, non-sexist union
events. Responsibility for this will
be delegated to the Union President.
However. Ms Presland pointed
out that not all aspects of equality
will work. A plan to put Durex
machines in the ladies' toilets has
been withdrawn after a pilot
scheme in Teviot Row Union
failed to attract much custom.
Jenny Dunn

TIME TO GET
DOWNTO
SOME

SERIOUS

WORKP

This Reading List has all the excuses you need. Details of
62 films, 20 plays and shows, 43 rock bands, 32 classical
concerts, 93 sporting events, 87 jazz bands, 85 exhibitions,
45 folk sessions, 33 alternative/political events, plus books,
media, kids, style, articles, reviews and interviews.

ESSENTIAL READING 50p.
FORTNIGHTLY FROM.
NEWSAGENTS

Single Room (£100 per month). 7
Victor
Park
Terrace,
Corstorphine. 334 9461 or 447
8207 (evenings).
Shared Double Room (£15 per
week plus bills); 1 female nonsmoker. 40 Harrison Road,
Polwarth. Tel 346 0941.

Large Single Room (£65 per
month);
female non-smoker
preferred; March-July only. 108
Rose Street. 225 4180.

Single Room (£85 per month) ;
entry end of February. 74
Newhailes
Crescent,
Musselburgh. 665 2633.

Large Double Room (£25 per
week); 2 people. Rates negotiable
for long let. 10 Claremont
Crescent. Tel 5561929.

Single Room (£24 per week); nonsmoker. 94 Warrender Park
Road . 229 3238.

Two Rooms in Cottage (£70 per 4
weeeks); 3rd/4th yearorpastgrad/
mature
student
preferred.
Liberton. Tel 644 7409.

Shared Room (£62.50 per month);
1 female. 11/4 West Richmond
Street. 668 1083.

Double Room (£75 per month);
two females. 2 Parkside Terrace,
Newington. 667 8733.
Single/Double (rotation) (£85 per
month);
male
non-smoker
preferred. 6 Rochester Terrace.
447 3600.

Large Single Room (£70 per
month); female. Leith. 553 3154 .
Box Room (£65 per month);
Stockbridge. Tel 332 7114.
Single Room· (£100 per month);
two females. 46/4 Lochrin
Buildings, Tollcross. 337 4293.
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Brothers _Up in Arms
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Striking home
Yesterday some of this University's lecturers went on
strike. The Association of University Teachers, which
represents the majority of University staff, held a oneday strike to protest at the continued erosion of
University funding and academics' salaries.
The AUT represents around 60 per cent of the
academic staff, and of the two-thirds who actually voted
only a small majority actually voted in favour of the
strike. That shows how reluctant they were to go on
strike, and that is to their credit, because the greater
,reluctance there is by a union to go on strike, the more
impact it has when it does go on strike.

Student often carries stories about further cuts in
education, student grants, and even the Principal has
said that the University faces closure if the financial
strains imposed by government policy continue for much
longer: But with an election possibly as much as two and
a half years away, what can be done about the education
crisis?
The Students' Association is holding a Week of Action
during the week after next to highlight the problems
facing education, and support for that is one way of at
least expressing discontent. The government, however,
couldn't give a damn about Edinburgh University's
Week of Action, or the AUT strike. After all, they
couldn't and don't give a damn about teachers, who have
much more industrial muscle than the AUT. (Isn't it
ironic that the man who has just been appointed to defend
us, George Younger, was the man who seemed to do his
best to obstruct our education?) A lecturers' strike won't
achieve anything, but at least it will be a means to register
protest, and those participating will feel the satisfaction
of knowing they tried t~ do something. Let's hope their
attempts are rewarded at some point in the future.
Meanwhile, an Edinburgh University graduate has
been appointed Secretary of State for Scotland. That in
itself is good, because his predecessor was from
Oxbridge. Mr Rifkind visited the University twice last
term, and so he should be well aware of what student
feeling is. Let's also hope he acts on the knowledge he
should have gained.

Dear Student,
I write in response to the so called 'review' of the Hogmonay
Dire Straits concert by James Jazz
in last week's Student. Having
attended the same concert myself
along with dozens of others, all of
whom enjoyed it, I have concluded that either Mr Jazzz is tone
deaf or he doesn't know how to
appreciate
good
music.
Whichever it is he shouldn't be
indulging himself in writing ficticious and irresponsible articles for
a newspaper such as Student. Let's
put a few facts 'strait'.
Mr Jazz: "As a live act Dire
Straits have absolutely nothing to
recommend them."
Fact: Dire Straits set records for
selling out venues wherever they
go. They sold out Wembley in
record time this summer even
though they played more dates
there than any previous group,
and their live album Alchemy
went gold in days.
Mr Jazz: Ever song ends with a
crescendo.
Fact: Less than h_alf the songs
did . How can you end ballads like
'Brothers in Arms', 'Why Worry'
etc wioth a crashin finale?
Mr Jazz: All Mark Knopplers
guitars sounded exactly the same.
Fact: Mark Knoppler is recognised world wide in the music business as one of the leading exponents of guitar, and having
recorded with such greats as

Bryan Ferry, Phil Lynott, Chet
Atkins, Bob Dylan, Van Morrison and Phil Everly as well as performing live with Sting and Hank
Marvin amongst others, I think Ire
must know a reasonable amount
about music and I'm sure he
wouldn't change guitars . if he
thought they were all gomg to
sound the same.
No wonder the audience were
incredible with a band of that
· fr t f th
If M
.
pe d1gree m on o
em.
r
Jazz is content in having his eardrums blasted out by old
.
fash10ned and obscure bands pn
his compact disc player or listen·
h' d
·
h
mg to at 1r rate circus act sue as
G
Gl'tte th
h 's ha di ·
ary .1. r en_ . ~
r Ym
any pos1t1on to cnttc1se what the
music industry have acknowledgted as one of the greatest bands
aroun d ·
To paraphrase Mr Jazz, as a
Student writer he has absolutely
nothing to recommend him.
Perhaps if Student conducted a
survey similar to those running in
the press to find out best, single,
album, live act etc. of '85 then
you'll find out real opinion of the
group.
I suggest Mr Jazz tries his hand
at something else, he certainly
isn't capable of critically reviewing music and it comes as no surprise that 'he isn't on the Student
staff list on page 6. Who'd want
him?
Yours faithfully,

Dear Student ,
As one of those select few in
possession of amusical ear, I feel ·
· must protest about the "mind'.
numbing" ineptitude of Mr Jazz'
review in which he appears ti
show more appreciation of "Our.
Gal's" . shoulder-pads than the
sheer beauty of Rodrigo-style
guitar solos from Mr Knopfler.
·
·. .
·
.
MuSic ts one 0 the highest
forms ·of aesthetic expression
k
t
d h
nown
man a~ t erefore
should not ber sub1ected to the
blatant ignorance of someone
ho beli
th t T h 'k k ,
W
ertves .a Jc aid ovs Y s
1812 ove ure 1s p aye at the
b . · Of ..· · ,,
egmnmg a gig ·
Yours faithfully
Ri ht H
C thbe t

Craig Cockburn

Send out the clowns
the opposite.

Dear Student,
Having attended the Science
Students' Council's last meeting
(9th January '86) I feel obliged to
commit my ensuing dismay to
apper.
Was that really Donald Pollock
standing up there insisting EUSA
had no financial problems, and
excusing the annual accounts as
just looking bad because it was
published at a bad time of the
year?
Was that really Harry Elwin
insisting KBU would be better off
joining EUSA when all the facts
(clearly outlined by Ian Gray, the
KBU President) ensure exactly

No, it surely couldn't have been
that illustrious trio talking
through a hole in their collective
EUSAarse.
But if it was, God help KB if
this bunch of clowns, or others
ltke them, armed only with their
extremely confused ideas about
democracy take control of the
union.
Yours,
Murray Low
P.S.: Robbie Foy was the only
hack to leave with any credit
when, recognising his total ignorance of the situation at KB early
on he concentrated on asking girls
to sign his petitions.

Mandela; a.terrorist?
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Dear S1udenl ,
I am afraid that this letter could
well cause me to gain many
enemies around the University,
but I feel I must have my say. I
write concerning the current
obsession with the situation in
South Africa. If people want to
devotetheir energies to a cause ,
let them follow one with more credibility than that of the African
National Congress and Nelson
Mandela. After all , these people
are TERRORISTS! Blowing up
civilians with landmines or bombs
placed in shopping malls is no/ my
idea of progressi ng towards a free
and just South Africa.
Those who advocate black rule
in South Africa now should pause
a whi le first , and look at the case
of Zimbabwe (formerly , whiteruled Rhodesia). Once power was
handed over to the black majority , democracy began to crumble,
tribal tensions rose, and now it is
almost a one-party state, with
other political persuasions being
silenced . South Africa would soon
follow the same path. First, the
black people in South Africa must
be educated to let them make up
their own minds about what political views they should believe in ,
rather than be coerced into a

black Marxist regime a la ·Zimbabwe. This will take time, and no
amount of ranting on the part of
the anti-apartheid movement will
change this.
Colin Pearson
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1
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e appropnate to review.
;~Jhe faun~ at th e Usher Hall on
. n ay evenings.

Zionism;
a reply
Dear Student,
Apologies to those who find the
defence of human rights subversive but in response to Samantha
Sellyn's letter of 5th December
'85 informing us that, "95 per cent
of Jews consider Zionism an
integral part of their religion " and
"it is ludicrous for any non-Jew to
cast aspersions as to what is
Judaism and what is not", I
thought the comments of one
Rabbi
Moshe
Hirsch
of
Jerusalem's Mea Shearim quarter
published in an article in The
Guardian on Tuesday, 17th
December, may be of interest.
Says Rabbi Hirsch: "There was
never any mass organised rede·
mption of anyone to come here
and play basketball or to be can·
non fodder for the Zionist military
machjne."
Moreover: "The PLO can recognise the state of Israel but we
never can, because our war
.against the Zionist establishment
is a holy war."
I am not casting aspersions as to
what is Judaism and what is not
but I am prepared to denounce
Zionism and what that means for
the 1.5 million Palestinians who
suffer under the jackboot of
Israeli occupation in the gaza
Strip and West Bank; perhaps
Zionism is an integral part of your
religion , sadly it is also an integral
part of the denial of human rights
in Palestine.
Yours sincerely,
Jenny Glynn

)Cole Comfort
Dear S1uden1,
I would like to complain about
the appalling standard of journalism exhibited by Craig
McNicol in his review of Lloyd
Cole's Easy Pieces . lt was one of
the worst reviews I have ever·
read, being badly written, badly
thought out and factually incorrectr. I fear that Mr mcNicol has
succumbed to the terminal music
hack's disease of unsubstantiated
criticism of any music that could
dare to be popular. This coupled·
with wild presumptions and
ridiculously pretentious prose
leads me to the sad conclusion
that Mr McNicol is nothing more
than an embittered acolyte of that

.other great cynic of our time Paul Morely. This poor lost fool
completes his farcical review with
a mistake which seems to indicate
that he can only have given this
album - · which he sees fit to so
soundly condemn -the most pre·
liminary of hearings. The whole
point of Minor Character is that
the girl did not slash her w.ritsts .
Perhaps though Mr McNicol was
privileged enough to have his o)"n
personal version of the song.
On the whole the music reviews
are of a high quality, but this piece
would have been substandard
even in Smash Hits. Please ensure
that this does nor reoccur.
Martin Quinn
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Crime incorporated
DEfENCE OF THE

REALM

Qdeon
Dir: David Drury

This is the cue for the nastier
elements of the Mad Max cast to
burst through the walls on motorbikes and disrupt the party ,
thereby giving the two wimps a
chance to impress everybody by
throwing them out. The two gids
fall in love with them , Lisa
restores everything to normal
before leaving, and they all live
happily ever after . Fa_scinating
stuff. There is also a scnpt which
cunn\ngly uses the word 'shit'
every two or three minutes.
Nevertheless, there were some
funny moments, which brings one
to the conclusion that much of the
potential embodied ·in the basic
'story was lost in its execution . Sur. prisingly the theatr~ was full,
which begs the question does the
public get what it wants, _or :,vant
what it gets? I certainly d1dn t get
what I wanted in more ways than
one- Miss Le Broe doesn't actually reveal everything that makes
her the
'perfect
woman'.
Interested? - tonight is the fin al
showing of Weird Science to make
way for Year of the Dragon .
Matthew Calling

Of course Charlie doesn't quite
fathom this connection until he
had married the wily Ms Walker,
thereby bringing her within the
protection of the Prizzi code, one
of absolute loyalty and family
honour. Few marriages are without problems, and this one is no
exception . "The Sicilians love
their money more than theu children - and they love their children very much" is a favourite
Prizzi adage, and after a bungled
kidnap pressure is put on Charlie
to place the family before its new
addit ion .
However . Maerose, jealous
that Charlie has remarried. uses
her influence as a Prizzi and
incites her father to arrange for
her ex's dispatch . Daddy , wishing
to do the right thing, hires nothing
but the best , unaware of the complications, and Mrs Charlie Partanna finds herself with fifty
(thousand) dollars and a contract
against her husband.

-;: good film should do more
than just entertain. It sho~ld communicate . The best o~ mamstr_eam
films confront the issues d1_rect
and subtly play upon the emollOns
d reactions of the audience to
:~gage them too with the issues in
question. Defence of the Realm
does just this - the precursor,
one hopes, o~ a fe':" more outard-looking films with clear rele~ance to our present sit~ation and
the capacity for entertainment as
well.
..
.
The film , a pohllcal thnller, ' odka and coke - detente in a glass."
Oliver Stone wrote the script for
engages the issues head-on; gov" Scarface", it is hardly surprising
ernment manipulation o_f the
YEAR OF THE DRAGON
that "Year of the Dragon", which
press to mislead. the pubhc and
ABC
he co-wrote with Cimino , lacks a
conceal its own mistakes- here a
Dir: Michael Cimino
·certain subtlety.
near nuclear accident at an
Michael Cimino is a puzzling
American Air Force base in East
Nevertheless, this film is at
character.
The
Deerhunter times visually superb , especially
Anglia. The plot unravels through
Love seems to triumph and the
showed
him
to
be
a
film-maker
of
the eyes of Nick Mullen (Gabriel
in evoking exotic Chinatown, and
pair make a bid to outmanoeuvre
great talent, but after the disaster Mickey Rourke of "Rumble Fish"
Byrne), a somewhat disillusioned
the family and secure their own
of Heaven's Gate, mostly due to fame , turns in a good perfordoorstep reporter who is galsafety, but by this time things are
his obsession with achieving per- mance which is convincing despite
vanised into action by the mystentoo hot even for the Don . Due to
fection, many thought that he . the script. It is debatable whether
ous death of a n older hack and
an accidental shooting of a chiefs
would never work again . Well, he he deserves to be called "the hot- PRIZZI'S HONOUR
friend , Vernon Bayliss (Denholm
wife , the police are putting the
Elliot) and stumbles across the . has, and Year of the Dragon is test actor in America", but he cer- Odeon
screws on all the family businesses
the· not quite successful result.
cover-up which he pursues to
tainly has come a long way f~o~ Dir: John Huston
as a point of honour until the killer
investigate against the advice of
Chinatown is getting out of con- being a bouncer in a transvestites
(Irene) is handed over.
the editor, the owner and MIS.
trol, and when Captain Stanley nightclub.
Eventually Charlie is forced to
Along with Nick Mullen, the audiWhite (Mickey Rourke) is called
Marc Lambert
make his choice. Is blood thicker
ence too is politicised by what
in to clean it up , it is immediately
happens. Marti n Stellman's script
apparent that he is going to stir up WEIRD SCIENCE
than water?
and expert direction by David
a hornets' nest. White is the most ABC
Well. go and see this film if you
Drury craftily lures us into the picdecorated officer in the New York Dir: John Hughes
like the sound of the action. but
ture. By raising immense and conPolice Department, and his
you might do well to prepare for a
troversial issues in such a provocaattitude of no compromise
little disappointment about the
Weird Science is yet another of
tive manner, Defence of the Realm bothers not only the Chinese
rest of it. rm sure the strengths of
those form ula-written products
absorbs interest th.at in other films
gangsters , led by Joey Tai (John aimed at the teenage market,
Prizzi's Honour owe more to
would have remained latt:nt. It
Lone) , but also his reluctant whose artificiality and ultimate
Richard Condon's novel of the
provokes debate which, after all,
same name than this version by
superiors. He is drawn into a situ- worthlessness largely resembles
should be the purpose of any
ation where law is not the only that other great export from the
John Huston . although Jack
medium no matter how discreissue at stake; his conflict with
Nicholson and Angelica Huston
US of A, the Macdonald's hamdited it might have become.
both tum in commendable perforChinatown's sub-society is also burger. Just in case you aren't
perceived as a conflict between
mances. In spite of the intricacies
Considering the
resources
acquainted with this genre, let me
two ways of seeing life. With the
of the plot. the film seemed to go
available, Defence of the Realm is
just run over some of its_most conoff at halfcock and stayed that
sometimes reluctant help of TV sistent ingredients. Mam characan excellent, tightly knit film. It
way. Some comic touches raised a
reporter Tracy Tzu, White be~ins ters are always white, under the
does contain a number of loose
wry smile but no healthy laughter.
to penetrate Tai's triad but fmds
ends which suggest a slightly
age of 20, and inhabit a _social
nor did the film evoke any sense of
that his journey into Chinatown
rushed and abbreviated script but
niche on the outskuts or duectly
demands some heavy sacrifices.
poignancy. even tragedy in its
otherwise it'sa convincing enough
within the Preppie culture. This
From a film starring both Jack place . .
We are left at the end of the film
portrayal of the covert activity
means living in a large spotlessly
wondering ·whether White's clean house , and going to a large Nicholson and Kathleen Turner
between Special Branch, the
Overall the impression was of a
achievements were worth those
intelligence establishment, the
spotlessly clean school/college. one could be forgiven for film that undercut the glossy
Ministry of Defence, NATO , the
sacrifices.
But most importantly, 11 means anticipati ng great things, espe- Mafia myths. replacing them w_ith
This is no simple tale of Good
media , the civil service and bil!
having enough money to indul~e cially if the film. purportedly a a realistic downbeat shabbiness;
versus Bad. White is a complex,
business ·in a malevolent system
in a hobby which is usually crucial black comedy. centres on an the Don . choking over his cigars.
almost obsessional person , and
which seemingly cannot fail or be
10 the plot. Often this means hav- enormously rich and powerful more Steptoe than Brando. But
his ruthlessness in both his profesundone due to the number of
ing a lot of spotlessly clean co~- crime syndicate family. Prizzl's however one may try and justify
sional and private life do not make
weapons at its disposal.
puters in your room. Here Weird Honour . I thought. would provide the film ·s lacklustre approach.
an ideal vehicle for the talents of Prizzi's Honour remains a someIt is a well-paced thriller with
Science is no exception.
managed suspense sequences and
You see , with these computers Nicholson and Turner. boasting what unsatisfying experience.
Mand~ Jeffery
atmospheric photography by
the zitty adolescents at the centre as it did a neat little plot of love.
Roger Deakins whose shots of
of the intrigue can do all manner jealousy and revenge .
London and the Fens become all
of wonderful things , even create
Charlie Partanna (Jack Nicholthe more sinister when you conthe perfect woman to fulfil their son) is godson to the ageing Don
sider their context. Gabriel Byrne
smutty adolescent fant_asies and Carrado (William Hickey). head
turns in a memorable perfordestroy a drop-out image at of the ·Prizzi family. and is also
CLERK STREET 6677331
mance, ably supported by
school. Enter Kelly Le Broe as connected by virtue of being oneOOEON1
.
Denholm Elliot and Greta Saachi .
Lisa. In fact, this must be the only time husband to his granddaughHit Man+ Hit Woman = AHit Mafia Murder Movie
JACK
NICHOLSON
KATHLEEN
TURNER
Others include Bill Paterson , Fuldeviation from the expected pac- ter Maerose (Angelica Huston) .
1
ton Mackay and Ian Bannen. Cokage_ instead of being typically The film opens with a Mafia wedComplete Programmes at2.35texc. Sun.J, 5.10, 8.00
produced by Lynda Myles, former
good-looking and greganous all- ding at which Charlie spots a
director of Edinburgh Film FestiAmerican boys, our two pro- beautiful but elusive woman
OOEON2
val, the film has a powerful resoA political mystery-thriller that will keep you the
tagonists are cast as the unpopular (Kathleen Turner). whom he
edge of your seat
nance.
eventually traces and begins a pas·toads' of their set .
DAVID P\JTINAM'S
Paranoid thrillers are rare Lisa doesn't disappoint her sionate affair with. Such as the
Well, virtually extinct these days.
creators. Having found them too mysterious workings of the Prizzi
Separate Programmes at 2.15 lexc. Sun.), 5.45, 8. ts
The issue here again is the exisNO SMOKING
wet to participate in the pleasures family that Charlie is unaware
tence of a state-within-a-state that
of her own flesh, she decides to · that his newfound love is none
ODEON3
is the enemy of its own citizens
goad them into nice slopp_y other than Irene Walker. not only
Adventure all the way in this sparkling Western
~nd believes it has the right to take
relationships with two ·o f their a professional freelance killer . b~t
1
Manhattan
mayhem
hves in the public interest. Freenice sloppy classmates. Super- also wife to a Prizzi employee m
Separate Programmes at 2.00 lex~ Sun}, 5.00. 7.50
dom of information, open govern- him readily likeable. Rather,
SaturdayJ.500n~
natural powers assumed, she Las Vegas. together managing to
NO SMOKING
ment and the readiness of the
Cimino uses him to p_ursue a
causes the odd Ferrari to appear. defraud the family casino of more
favourite theme - the idea of changes ordinary clothes into the than half a million dollars .
media to deliver information in a
:,1
I
commitment to an ideal, and
slanted and misleading manner;
slickest of suits, and organises an Though it is the loss of face rather ,- '
these are just some of the issues whether that justifies the cost that enormous party where hundreds than money that troubles a family
from 24th Jan+ Late Nights at 11.15 pm 25th.
31st Jan. and 1st Feb.
it incurs. However, the success of of people have 'a really good ti'!1e· so rich , it is understood that when
that Defence of the Realm throws
ROCKYIV(PG)
up. illuminating in its originality this theme , and equally of the film
one
talks
of
"hundreds"
of
dollars
by jumping around and wavmg
Fromltllfebruarv
itself, is undermined by a scnpt their hands in perfect umson to one actuallv means "hundreds of
and thrilling to watch , it contains
Richard Attenborough's ACHORUS LINE (PG)
which sometimes plummets to the the inevitable rock soundtrack .
the best of mains ream cinema.
thousands : .. "
awful. When one considers that
Anthony Harwood

ODEONFILM
CENTRE
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Romancing the nose

As
you've
probably
noticed, the fad of the 1980s is
food. Or, more precisely,
healthy food. You can't move
in bookshops these days for
mounds of remaindered cookery books with exciting titles
like Wholefood is Fun and A

AMERICAN IMAGES
Scottish National Gallery
until 23rd Feb.
Brian McCann's work is
imaginative and confident. This
exhibition is varied and visuall)
satisfying. The focus of the exhibition is a huge , noble pink head
The Messenger, which stands
magnificently on the floor like the
commanding head of a goddess.
Made of endless small pieces of
cloth glued immaculately over
and over each other, the work is
impressive both technically and
visually. Another notable piece is
In the month of the wolf, a 2dimensional collage of a large
human foot dangerously suspended over the o pen and grasping jaws of a wolf, with, underneath it, a piece of ripped cloth
and an abstract sculptural form
lying next to it , which in effect,
brings the whole idea closer to us
by means of juxtaposing the 2and 3-dimensional.
To follow one's nose is a witty
and appealing work , of a dog's
nose pointing upwards with a telephone receiver balanced very
neatly on top of it.
The romantic idea of the lone
individual , brave and isolated was
prevalent in many of his works: Nomad, Poet, Navigator and Seer,
these were· titles which came up
again and again, possibly expres·-

Thousand And One Things
To Do With Vegetables.
Never far behind, television is
helping to spread the message
that good health begins with
good food.

si ng his own isolation and struggle
as an artist.
Quite apart from his sculpture,
the eight day point prints on show
are well worth a visit for their
exquisite
workmanship
and
interesting content. Particularly
attractive was Return of the Waters from a series of five, which was
slightly reminiscent of a Chagall.
Brian McCann graduated from
the Royal College two years ago
and is now in his last year of a
scholarship he won at the British
School in Rome. This explains the
confusing Italian titles and the Italian newspaper which al first I

tbOught to be deeply significant.
The exhibition is only on for three
weeks , so go while you can.
If you are interested in doing
some practical art, there is a
unique opportunity this term at
the 369 Gallery , where the Art
Society have organised an eight or
nine week course of painting,
every Wednesday evening 7.30
pm - £12 for the term . Andrew
Williams, an experienced artist
"'.ill be there to guide y.ou, and
give some useful llps, so be there
Wednesday of 3rd week at the
369.
Katie Hill

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
ART
Stills Gallery until 8th February
The Photographic Art is very
much one man's view of fine art
photography . At times it seems as
if the man in question , Dr Mike
Weanr, has set out to arouse controversy and rile as many people
as possible with his exhaustive
interpretation and precocious
captions.
The exhibition of a hundred
"greats" of British and American
pictorial ( as opposed to fashion,
press or any other) photography is
divided into 20 groups of recurring "types" originating from W.
H. F. Talbot 's analysis. Some of
Talbot's own photographs are
included and he seems to be
Weaver's mentor.
The ··types" defy definition,
whilst the inclusion of some works
was
unfathomable
without
recourse to the catalogue. Without the catalogue the exhibition
takes on an aura of mystery 10
even the most knowledgeable of

burgh dance scene and looks
optimistically at its future.
Well , here it is - everything
you ever wanted to know about
dance in Edinburgh; doing it and
watching it.
Edinburgh js anyway at the
best of times not the place to be;
for once, Glasgow is better. The
highly publicised dance explosion
has lost momentum. Major blows

TV has always been keen on
cookery programmes of course they're cheap to make . Just stick
somebody in a studio kitchen and
· roll the camera, making sure there
just happens to be a finished
example of the recipe lying
around somewhere. But nowadays the emphasis is very much on
cooking with cheap, wholesome
ingredients; with a few let's-notspare-the-double cream programmes thrown in for good measure
to keep the food industry happy.
· And then there are the ethnic
cookery programmes to show us
how to use bean curd and fancy
spices with long names , and, more
importantly, to help make the
presenters very rich by getting us
to buy the book of the series. The
fact that most ethnic food is healthier and tastes better than the
average British dish no doubt also
adds to these programmes' popularity. Sadly there are no foreign
food shows on TV at present , but
for all you food faddists here's a
rundown of where to find out
about grub on the telly.
You Are What You Eat

visitors. Yet shelling out £6.50 has
its disadvantages; whilst the light
of Dr Weaver's wisdom is shed
upon his' selection process and the
relevance of various photographs
to others, you do risk suffocation
fro m his overpowering and endless _theory and analysis. Any
cnllc1sms are held back by the
thought of his knowledge and
expertise, yet throughout his public talk on Saturday I noticed that
I was not the on ly one aching to
say. "Bllf . ..
Dr Weaver sees significance in
every minute detail , he attributes
intentions to photographers in the

mode of a literary critic sweeping
in for the kill on Shakespeare, he
does not believe pure aesthetics
exist. Relentless interpretation is
pursued to such a degree that simple appreciation of a photograph
as an interesting or pleasant image
(and the majority in the exhibition
are superb) is ruled out. As a display of different types of photographic genius from Rik Brandt to
Julia Margaret Cameron , the
exhibition is remarkable, as an
illustration for Dr Weaver's
theorjes it is aggravating in the
extreme.
Stella Collier

have been the death of the Beldord Dance Centre and the break
up of Basic Space (one of the UK's
leadi ng contemporary dance
companies whose £94,000 grant
was withdrawn by the Scottish
Arts Council) leaving a bleak picture of unrealised enthusiasm.
Axis Dance Company is now the
ont_y fully professional company in
Ed_mb~rgh . Its fast growing reputation 1s based on its emphasis on
original choreography and music,
and they have been described
as "polished", " beautifully atmos-

(Sunday, 6.20, BBC 1)
This series purports to 'find out
how healthy eating can be both
fun and affordable' . In fact it's a
ten-minutes a week look at the
bleeding obvious, with Liza Goddard at her most patronising as
our guide. Strictly for people
whose idea of wholefood is a
doughnut.
Foor For Thought

(Monday, 5.30, Channel 4)
A repeat of the series which
exposes the facts behind the scandal of the appalling muck that is
passed off as food in this country.
This week the two concerned and
sincere presenters show how the
food industry and advertising conspire to make lots of money at the
expense of consumers' health.
The Spare Tyre Theatre also chip
m (geddit?) singing about food,

slimming and why fat is a femi nist
issue.
The Goode Kitchen

(Tuesday, 2.00, BBC 1)
Another fact-filled quickie
from the Beeb - 15 minutes in
the company of homely Shirley
Goode showing 'how you can eat
better for less' . Sounds just the
kind of programme for us students
struggling to keep body and soul
together on what's left of our
grants. Unfortunately most of us
will probably be in the library or
the lab working very, very hard
when it's on . Never mind
they're bound to repeat it.
•
Food and Drink

(Tuesday, 8.00, BBC 2)
A magazine-style programme
which attempts to combine helpful hints, a consumer's guide and a
few interesting facts behind the
ingredients label. It usually does
it quite well too . This week the
show sees if microwave ovens are
a good buy, has a potato recipe
that will feed a family for less than
£1, and the inevitable item about
healthy eating, this time looking
at school dinners.
Take Six Cooks

(Tuesday, 8.30, Channel 4)
A new series which has six of
Britain's best chefs sitting r-:iund a
table discussing the meal they've
all just cooked. This week's programme
highlights
Ray_mond
Blanc, who prepared the starters,
and includes Chartreuse aux
pointes d'asperges et poireaux a
!'infusion de cerfeuil. Just like
Pollock really.
If doom and gloom is your idea
of a good night's TV viewing
you'll want to watch Far From
Paradise (Thursday, BBC 2) - It's
all here - the arms race , pollution , desertification, over-population and the gradual depletion
of the earth's mineral resources.
Dull but worthy in presentation.
Frightening in content. A must for
all Guardian readers.
But back to the things that
really matter. On Friday there's a
special 90-minute episode of
Dynasty , heralding the start of the
new series Dynasty II: The Colbys
which begins next week. The complexities of the plot preclude _a
brief synopsis here , so just sit
back and enjoy it. Mind-rot at its
best. And a chance to see how the
filthy rich spend the money they
get from helping to destroy the
earth's eco-system.
Okay, now where did I put my
black pudding supper?
·

Compiled by David Cline

ses in Chambers Street and the company also makes block bookPleasance. The MDC this year ings for performances and hopes
to arrange workshops with indehave expanded their repertoire
including new ballet and contem'. pendent groups , for example,
poray classes to complement the Axis Dance Co. Details of the
already well-established modern · MDC's activities are posted
classes. Sue Cra.w ther , a former around the University.
pheric" and "ingeniously zany". soloist with the London Festival
Another opportunity for stuIn an effort to involve more Ballet, and the Scottish Ballet
dents, perhaps to perform , could
people in their work they have takes ballet classes. Gall Neish' be the newly formed group Spring
opened classes on weekdays in though classically trained ha; (Lothian Yout~ Dance Company,
Wilkie House, Guthrie Street, to experience ranging from choreog- age 12-21). Outside the Univerwhich people of all standards are raphmg the 'Miss Kurosawa' con- sity there is no shortage of tuition.
welcome, (Monday and Friday 2- test to a spell on the ill-fated Amongst others, the New Dance
2.30, Tuesday to Thursday 10- Archille Lauro and gives lessons Initiative is a group of freelance
11.30).
m modern dance. Completing the· dancers/teachers who hold all
The PE department run classes team 1s Lyn Denton with contem- kinds of classes in Nicolson
at the Pleasance; the Ballroom porary classes. She has been a Square (for further information
and Scottish Country Dancing member of 'Axis' since 1983 and ring 556 3049) and the Theatre
Societies operate at the Chap- was trained in Taichi. These clas- School of Dance and Orama (226
laincy Centre; the Modern Dance, ~s are all very informal and 5533) also runs classes of all styles
Company provides cut price clas- mclude many beginners. The and standards.

-Ed. dance scene
In this article Gillian
Cameron outlines the Edin-

Eating your heart out
of the television
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Utopian
Dreams
In the first of, we hope, a series of articles throwing light on
the extra-mural courses available to students, Richard Gunn
lecturer in Politics at Edinburgh, outlines his course 0 ~
"utopia, apocalyptic and arcadian writings and images."
The word 'utopia' means 'no
place' and is reaUy a pun since
'eutopos' means (in Greek) 'good
place', Utopian works describe
non-existent and, usuaUy, ideal
societies, I became interested in
utopias roughly a year ago, and
one result of this interest is an
Extra-mural Department evening
class on 'Utopian Political
Thought' which I teach on Thursday evenings at 7 pm (David Hume
Tower, Room 914). New members
are more than welcome to join.
The class explores utopian writings from biblical and classical
times up to present-day Marxism
and feminism. What follows
is an attempt to switch some
background to lines of thought
which the class wiU pursue.

Oscar Wilde believed that 'a
map of the world which does not
include Utopia is not worth even
glancing at'. Despite Wilde's
enthusiasm, utopian thought is
frequ ently dismissed as unimpor_tant on the grounds that utopias
are impractical dreams unrelated
to problems and situations
encountered. in the real political
world . Why study political fictions
when one might more usefully
study political fact?
Even if utopias were wholly
impractical, it would still make
good sense to study them. Political fact is saturated with political
fiction . Political ideologies even the most prosaic of them -

utopias are all-too-realisable.
Ironically, it is their least attractive aspects which have been carried into practical effect. Seventeenth-century utopians dreamt
of (amongst other things) an
architecture uniform to the point
of montony , a populace controlled , disciplined and regimented
beyond anything that previous
history had seen, and a science
eager to subordinate society to its
requirements rather than willing
to become answerable to social
need. One commentator (George
Kateb) describes utopia as displaying a 'rage for order' and
another (J. C. Davis) sees early
modern utopias as prefiguring
'the growth of the centralised,
bureaucratic sovereign state'. The
plans of utopian ideal cities bear
an uncanny resemblance to those
of 18th and 19th-century prisons.
It seems that, so far , European
society has confined itself to
realising only the least appealing
features of the utopian design.

may turn out to derive from emancipatory visions or eredemptive
dreams. Fantasy is no less real in
politics than in sex. Political fantasies, like erotic fantasies, can
project both the darkest violence
and the highest saving bliss.
Freud described sexual fantasies as a mental 'wildlife reservation' set apart from the
demands of tamed and civilised
~sychic life. Similarly, utopian fiction clears a space for anarchy and
experiment in a political world
cha~acterised by the drab and disc1plmary requirements of what
Marx termed 'bourgeois prose'.
. Not all utopian dreams are
impractical, however. When
Wilde urged that maps of the
world should include Utopia, he
~ave as his reason that Utopia is
_the one country at which humanity is always landing'. Some

This said, the realm of utopia
contains much that is neither
regimented noroppressive. In the
medieval folk-poem describing
the Land of Cokaygne, an
exploited peasantry envisaged a
society emancipated from the
curse of work. Christianity's

IOassicall

Manning Robles
THE NEW AMERICAN
WOODWIND QUINTET
Reid Hall 11th January
The New American Woodwind
Quintet, which is based at Southern Illinois University and 1s
presently touring ten European
cities, opened the Pro Arts Concerts series in the Reid Hall last
Saturday with a boldly unfamiliar
programme. The attention, as its
name might suggest, was focused
on the modern rather than the
traditional in all except the first
piece, Franz Danzi's Quintet in B
flat whose Mozartian influence
was very strong. Each player was
quick to establish that he could
hold his own, yet the group played
as a coherent whole . However a
slip from the flute in the fourth
movement reminded us to beware
of the deceptive simplicity.
Irving Finis Partita for Wind
Quintet then set the scene for
some less easy listening. Despite a
balanced and disciplined structure
the syncopation and discords
demanded .a greater degree of
audience attention. Particularly
impressive was the slurred playing
of the horn over many difficult
intervals in the Gigue, creating a
wild and eerie effect.
lngolf Dahl's Allegro Arioso for

NEW MUSIC GROUP OF
SCOTLAND
Reid Hall, 9th January
One of the nice things about
The New Music Group of Scotland
is that it gives one the chance to
see the real , live composers of the
pieces performed. On Thursday
fourout of the five composers rep·
resented turned up (Schoenberg
was unable to come).
The standard of the compositions was varied but in general the
concert was a success. The test of
modern music is whether one's
interest can be sustained throughout. I have to confess that this was
not achieved for me by the Concerto da Camera by Thomas Wilson.
Jane Manning then sang Prayer

SNO
Usher Hall, 11th January

No amount of glossy tourist
brochures could possibly have
conjured up such an evocative picnumerous apocalyptic heresies ture of the romantic appeal of
prophesied a radical social change Spain as the SNO did through the
which would usher in a thousand medium of music on Friday last.
years (at least) of peace , freedom Music by Spanish composers or
and the abolition of all authorita- with Spanish inspiration was the
rian constraints. From the notion theme, and the result was an evenof apocalyptic crisis, our modern ing of warm-hearted melodies and
understanding of revolutionary pulsating dance rhythms.
The well-known Concierto de
change is born.
Aranjuez by Roderigo was supCan we redeem utopia's prom- posed to be the centre-piece of
ise and actualise, in practice, not this Spanish tableau, but in fact, it
its dreams of discipline and order turned out to be the great disapbut its vision of emancipatory pointment of the programme.
social change? When humanity Marisa Robles played a harp
lands in Utopia, said Wilde, 'it transcription of the concerto
looks out, and seeing a better (which was originally written for
country, sets sail. Progress is the the guitar) and, despite the
realisation of Utopias.' This might undoubted technical brilliance of
also be expressed by saying that the soloist, the sheer physical difutopia's final challenge is to throw ficulties of performing this work
'the question of what counts as on the harp proved insurmounta'practical politics' radically up for ble. The rhythmic motif of the .
opening movement lacked clarity
grabs.

5 Wind
Instruments again
revolved around the modern trait
of discordant syncopation. Precision from all the players prevented the piece from collapsing
into a wild scramble.
The final work listed was Paul
Hindesmith's Kleine Kanimermusik. The waltz movement was a
most amazingly individual piece
of composition, the charm of
which was fully captured by the
group's interpretation.
The programme seemed a gamble, but it was one that paid off.
The audience were knowledgeable and appreciative enough to
be able to supply the concentration required for the modern

styles. The quintet acknowledged
this appreciation with an encore
- an arrangement of a 17th century Hungarian Dance. It was
exactly what was needed to allow
both the audience and the players
to wind down. It was lively and
instantly appealing with some
impressively fast fingerwork.
Judging by the amount of jigging
around, the musicians could be
seen to be actively entering the
youthful spirit of the piece.

for the Care of a Sprained Back by
Lyell Cresswell. Jane Manning is a
good singer, with a well-modulated, clear voice and a huge
range of notes. So here the sustained notes. made jerky to represent pain, were effective. The
piece was humorous and required
a good deal of skill on the part of
the singer and it is therefore a tribute to Jane Manning that it went
off well.
Edward Harper's Solo II for
Violin I can find nothing to say
about, other than the fact that I
remain unconvinced that one
should pluck and strum solo violins. The highlight of the evening
for me was Judith Weir's opera
King Harald's Saga. This is a
three-act opera, sung by one person and lasting ten minutes. It was
necessarily sung with humour by
Jane Manning. She has considera-

ble acting ability. and so her
Norwegian Army chorus. the duet
for King Harald's wives and spoken announcements were especially effective. The libretto itself
contributed much comedy to the
performance. However. I must
correct Judith Weir's claim that
no aria lasted more than one
minute. The Soldier's Aria lasted
one-and--a-half.
The concert ended with Pierrot
L1111aire by Schoenberg. Jane
Manning performed this sequence
with expression and innovation.
invoking all the varying words
successfully.
The
musicians
played well. and with a good deal
of sensitivity. However. there
were a few points where they
could have lowered their volume
and let the singer be heard .'

and definition, while the finale
suffered from sounding rather
prime and stodgy. It was only in
the plaintive slow movement that
Marisa Robles was able to display
her exceptional powers of expressive playing to the full.
It was the orchestral work$
which I found most satisfying
from the listener's point of view,
particularly Faula's suite from
the ballet, The Three-Cornered
Hat. In these pieces, the SNO
excelled itself in its controlled
dynamic contrasts and rhythmic
precision, responsing to the vigorous and exciting conducting qf
Yan Pscal Tortelier, who was

fairly dancing about on the
podium. However. the final and
most fla.mboyant celebration of
Spain and its musical tradition was
Chabier's rhapsody Espana.
· Written by a Frenchman who
loved Spain, this work abounds
with extrovert good-humour and
the atmosphere of the fiesta.
Once again, the orchestral playing
was excellent. with the melodies
being tossed from one section to
another with acrobatic skill, and
building up the excitement by sudden drops from fortissimo to
pianissimo.
Heather Foley

The next concert in the series is
to be a piano recital given by
David Syme in the Reid Hall on
Thursday 16th January.
Slrah Bainbridge

Helen BeU
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FILMHOUSE=A=-----=B=--==--==-'C BEDLAM BRUNTON
228 2688
Lothian Rd
Forrest Rd
H
A
L
L
Lothian Rd.
229 3030
225 9873
LA BALANCE
BACK TO THE FUTURE
DUCK VARIATIONS
16 Jan; 2.30
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Wednesday 22 Jan
With the help of Mad Jjm from
The story of a pimp who is forced
to betray one of his favourite
Taxi, in his new role as scientist 1 pm
As usual the Bedlam lunchtime
whores, convincingly portrayed
sends Michaei J. Fox back in time
includes lunch.
by Natilie Baye, and finds his
(best place for him) where he
bumps into his folks with disastrinterests conflicting.
COLONEL REDL
ous effects.
16-18 Jan; 5.00, 8.00
The story of a social climber . PLENTY
within the Austro-Hungarian 1.50, 4.50, 7.50
Empire who finds that while he Meryl Streep stars as the warhas risen he has betrayed himself time resistance worker unable to
and finds this is difficult to recon- reconcile her peacetime role as a 2 Leven Street
cile.
220 1201
wife. Also stars Charles Dance,
THE HUSTLER
Sting, Traey Ullman and Joan
16-18 Jan; 5.30, 8.15
Gielgud
ALADDIN
17 Jan; 2.00, 18 Jan; 2.30
Till Feb 22
f>a1:1l Newman in his early days as
7 pm, Matineers Sat, 2.30
a pool hall upstart who takes on YEAR OF THE DRAGON
Tickets : £2.50-£5
2.15, 5.15, 8.30
one of the greats, which
Noticed how many students
.develops into a battle of wills. An up and coming chinese
seem to be down in the dumps
Part of the Black and Wtrite sea- gangster in chinatown finds himlately? Well, here's the perfect
self set against tough streetwise
·son at the Filmhouse.
remedy, a good old British panto.
VA BANK
cop Mickey Rourke. Very much in
As if that wasn't enough, it also
19Jan; 3.00
the 'French Connection ' mould.
stars the sensational ::.tanley
A Polish version of the thirties But better.
'Widow Twankey' Baxter. Our
gangster movie which follows
Stan always manages to look a
the deception within the undertreat in drag, but remember to
world.
have a Heather Cream first to put
I CHARLOTIE'S WEB
18 Jan ; 2.00
·
. in the mood.
South Clerk St
·Part of the kiddies matinee prog6677331
ramme, but a superb animated
version of the . b. White story of PRIZZl'S HONOUR
the spider with a mission. Go 2.35, 5.10, 8.00
along and forget your age.
Two hired assassins, madly in
THE ANGELIC CONVERSATION
love, find to their horror that for
19,20Jan; 6.15,8.30
their next contract, they have to
As part of the Derek Jarman sea- kill each other. Jack Nicholson
son. This is Jarman's treatment and Kathleen Turner star in this
of 14 of Shakespeare's sonnets black comedy.
which he takes back to their roots
and reveals their homosexual
Lauriston Pl
tendencies.
229 9311
DEFENCE OF THE REALM
. KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
2.25, 5.05, 7.50
19 Jan; 8.30
The new 'P.uttnam' film about an
·20-22 Jan; 6.00, 8.30
In next year's tedious 'review of investigative journalist, who Til Jan 31
.the year' efforts hopefully this trips upon a government cover Humanities Gallery; Playing card
will be one of the best. The spider up and sets out to prove that gov- designs from the sixteenth cenWoman goes through Wil- ernment kill people. The best turf to the present. Andrew
Grant Gallery; Design and Art,
liam Hurts fantasy, a successful British film this year.
this touring exhibition displays
designer, a singer who falls for
the work of the best in their own
the Gestapo chief. .
field .
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS SILVERADO
Mon.-Fri. 10-5 pm, Sat. 10-5 pm
TWICE
2.15, 5.45, 8, 15
lllllLD MY GALLOWS HIGH
Probably the 1best Western since
21 Jan; 6.30
the days ol Gary Cooper etc.
~he original 'postman', in black John Cleese' as tbe .unlikely
8(ld white, not the tacky 70's ver- sheriff in this serious western.
sion. a superb 'film noir'. The seco'nd ·film is about condemned
man, Robert Mitchum looks back
over his life.
AL1ERED STATES
The Mound
21 Jan; 2.30
556 8921
A shining testament to jVilliam
Newbattle Terrace
Hurt, and a brilliant film. A quiet 447 2660
scientist fools around with drugs
and sensory depravation with
SIR DAVID WILKIE
BACK TO THI: FUTURE
frightening results, whilst still
TURNER WATERCOLOURS
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
trying to run his muddled private
It features painting from all
American brat Michael J. Fox periods of Wilkie's life, and some
life. Don't miss it.
goes back in time, bumps into his associated work, running till Jan
parents and shocks the Fifties 26. The Turner exhibition ius the
with the amazing banality of Vaughan Bequest and it traces
SPECIAL EVENT
American softrock. Apparently hjis development as a water-colTHE SEVEN SAMURAI
hilarious.
ourist.
17 Jan; 7.00
Till 31 Jan .
George Square Theatre
Before the best of Kurosawa's
filir,s and the one which spawned
NATIONAL l!AMPOONS EUROTh,e Magnificent Seven among
PEAN VACATION
ot~ers, director Mike Hodges,
2.25, 5.25, 8.25
responsible for Flash Gordon,
Remember the 'zany' humour of
wiil give a short lecture and ansAnimal House?Well, here's more
we.r session.
of the same, With a luckless famTHE FATAL GLASS OF BEER
ily taking off on holiday.
BATILESHIP POTEMKIN
Old College, South Bridge
LA REG LE DE JEU
6671011
19,Jan; 6.45
George Square Theatre
WITNESS
Potemkin was the Ru~sian ship.
Tioll Feb 8
upon which the sailors mutinied: 2.00, 5.oo; 8.oo
Harrison Ford, along with a CRITICAL LINES
in 1905, under the Tsars and
young boy ius- the witness to a Contemporary British radical and
which foreshadowed 1917. 'Rege
de Jeu' was highly controversial , murder by some bent cops, and satirical illustrationsby Gerald
has to escape into the Amish Scarfe, Ralph Steadman and Su
an issue, and concerns the
community which is still ·run on Coe.
intrigue and love that develops
strict Puritan lines, in modern Mon.-Sat. 10-5 pm
around a weekend "shooting
day America.
party.
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High St, Musselburgh
6652240
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGININA
WOOLF?
Till Feb 1
Presented
by the Brunton
Theatre. A domestic drama, concerning the problems of marriage. In other words, both husband and wife spend the entire
play having a good old slanging
match,

K I N

G

s

Bath St, Glasgow
041-652 6961
SINBAD THE SAILOR
Till Feb 8
Tickets : £3-£5. 75
The theatres in Edinburgh seem
to be 'h aving a break' at the
moment, which leaves me with a
slight problem -like how do I fill
up this column wh ich all theatre
buffs know and love? The
answers simple .:_ send them all
to Glasgow to sample the
inspired genius of silver-haired
Johnny Beattie,

EXHIBS

C O L L E G E s T I L L S
0 F
A R T G A L L E RV

NAT ION · AL
GALLERY

DOM ·.1 NI ON

F I LM

SOC

TALBOT RICE
GALL E R Y

105 High St
5571 140
Till Feb 8
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
This is a display of both British
and American art, featuring
works by famous photographers
such· as Stieglitz and Beaton.
Worth goind to see all the fam ous names in one exhibition.
Tues.-Sat. 12.30-6 pm

PRINTMAKERS
WORKSHOP
Wash-pHouse, 23 Union St.
557 2479
Till Feb8
RELIEF PRINTING
A display of interesting art.
Mon.-Sat. 10-6 pm , Sun. 2-6 pm

CIT V

ART
C E N T R E
Market St
225 2424

For the January-M arch
cinema pass system . Ask fort
visits you pay the standard o8
After th1s the c~rd is taken fronj
entire cinema 1s now non-smd

C>DEC>N

A standard £1.50 student con on
'from Sunday to Thursday. Ho ~
1cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and:

DOIVI IN lf

·students pay £1 .20 for all perfo
The only exception is the late e1i
.only non-smoking part of the ~i
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIHO
Matinees (Tuesday-Friday)
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20. T
minutes before performance
late evening films but you
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVI S O
Members get in free to all pe
can be purchased in advance
week and from the Postgrad
Place, at the weekend .

iBEDLA

All tickets for lunchtime produ
your consumption .

TRAVER
Exclusive offer thi s year for
which allows many benefits. Tl
Sunday performance; £2 for a sf
bilfore performance; free entrv
theatre clubs in Britai n.

i....VC EU

They offer a plastic card costi
two tickets at concession
performance). Check at box o

ESCA

ESCA have changed premises
contrary to this year's Studen
time during office hours to rn
or alternatively phone her.

SNC>

....-~

Students are welcomed in an
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 a
Friday evening.

WOODWORKS
Visitors are actually allowed to
handle the exh ibits I Makes a nice
change from the usual ten feet of
barbed wire. It is a display of the
work of the late John Duncan
RSA.

GALLERY OF
MODERN ART
Belford Rd
556 8921
Till Feb 23
AMERICAN IMAGES
The portrayal of American Life
through the camera of several
photographers.
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 pm , Sun . 2-5 pm .

·

Year of the Dragon : MickeY

Rourl'

U
N IVE NT S
THUR 16 JAN
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixtl]..Level Common Room
JCMB
1.10pm
Mr Allen Write, the Arts directo1
of the Scotsman will talk
KB VIDEOS
Coffee Lounge, KB Union
6.45, B.30
Two videos will be shown,
The Natural, and Ghostbusters.
EU WOMENS GROUP
Executive Room,
So'cieties Centre.
1 pm
Leila and the Wolves, a film•
about
HAPPYwomen
HOUR in the Lebanon

ABC ope\'ates a student
' et atthe cash desk. For six
and get the card stamped.
and you get £5 in return. The

n on rate holds in all cinemas
r, at the weekends entry will
non-smoking .

50p; early evening shows
tickets are only available 30
s. No ocncessions given for
these iii advance. Non-

Chambers St.
B-9
JAZZ CLUB
The Pleasance
8.30-11.30
Contus will be on and you can
also take advantage of the Pleasance Happy Hour from 8,
EDINBURGH ·UNIVERSITY CHILDR ENS HOLIDAY VENTURE
ESCA Offices, 17,19GuthrieSt
1 pm
From the beginning of this term,
there will be weekly meetin!ls,
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30 pm
There will be a business meeting
where tickets for the Burns
Nei!:iht Ceilidh will be available.
ART SOCIETY
Closing date for places on the
Painting Workshop at 369 Gallery. Places also available on lifedrawing and printing workshops.
Ring Marc 652 1290 or Nick 226
3478 for details.

·FR I

sinclude soup and bread for

E
ership: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandby ticket 10 minutes
raverse Bar a·nd many other

'

i 1 which allo....:S you to claim
rate (£1 off cost of any
or details.
/19 Guthrie Street (225 4061)
.. P.op into the offices at any
'Inda, the full-time secretary,

·re to all SNO concerts at the
e available from 7 pm each

17

JAN

HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St
8-9
SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC CLUB
Seminar Rm 2,
Chaplaincy Centre
1 pm
This week's meeting will have a
guest speaker, Dr Dickson
Mabon, ex-MP.
THE DANCE
8-2am
Two discos and two bars; with
the mega lightshow and a Happy
Hour9-10 to increase your enJoy_
ment of both.
NORTH AMERICAN STUD_IES
Rm 107,
William Robertson Building
4,00
A seminar will take place on 'The
Reagan presidency and the politics of the New Right' given by Dr
Desmond S. King of the politics
dept.
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
23 George Square
12.30, 2 pm
Bread and Cheese Lunch, 60p
CLUBKASUMO
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
8-1 am
Apart from the Happy Hour 8.309_30, there will be a band
upstairs.

SAT 1 8 JAN
LABOUR CLUB DISCO
Potterrow
8-1
Tickets only £1
LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers St
8pm onwards
-Super Trog disco and -Band,
tonight Great Shakes.
RAINBOW RAG BALL
Teviot Row Union
8-2
ESCA make their big push for
charities. All proceeds from
tonight to to local charities. Tickets are £2 and dress 1s to be multicoloured. No entry after 11 pm,

_NI -U S I C

SUN 19 JAN _THUR 16JAN SAT 18 JAN

CAPLAINCY SERVICE
11 am
Joint
University/Chaplaincy
Greyfriars, Tolbooth and Highland Kirk service. The Rev. Canon
Kenyou Wright,
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
23 C3eorge Square
8.15pm
Dr Ruth Page, lecturer in Systematic Theology, will talk on
'The Role of women in the
Church',
.

MON 20 JAN

-T-H-IR_D_W_O_R_L_D_F_I_R_S_T_ _ _~
Cheviot Room, Pleasance
7.30 pm
This is to mark the beginning of
Anti Poverty Action Week (APA)
which is a subscription scheme
to give donations for Aid,
PROJECT FOR ANIMAL WELFARE
Highland Rm, Pleasance·
7.45 pm
A guest speaker from 'Compassion in World Farming' will be
giving a talk about showing a
video.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
8-9 pm
Ballet Class. All welcome£1.50

TUES 21 JAN_
EU SCOTTISH NATIONALIST
SOCIETY
Balcony Room, Teviot Row
7.30 pm
William Ferguson from the Scottish History Department will
speak.
EU FOLK SONG SOC
50 The Pleasance
8pm
Workshops
EUCND
Chaplaincy Centre
7pm
Three videos, Free.
LABOUR CLUB
Seminar Rm 2, Chaplaincy
Centre
5.15pm
There will be a speaker from
Latin American Solidarity

THE SNAKE PIT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
-This is a new club which hopes to
feature bands in the future. Fingures crossed!
10 pm-3 am: £1.50
LIZA SCOTT
Preservation Hall
(Victoria Street)
Free.
SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
Scottish Philharmonic Singers
under the direction of In
McCrorie sing Bridge, Bach, Britten and Beethoven.
7.45 pm: £8-£3

FR I 1 7

GOOMBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(Well Tollcross)
Fridays and sAturdays
Reggae and Soul. Sundays
Fiesta Tropicana
9.30 pm-3 am,
Late bar, open to all.

SUN 19 JAN
TEXAS CLUB
Hoochie Coochie Club
(West Tollcross)
The launch of another new club
with good news for alcoholics as
drinks are 70p until 12 pm. This
will be a regular Jazz, Funk, Latin
music night,
10.30 pm: £2
TAM WHITE AND THEDEXTERS
Preservation Hall
Free
RECITAL
BY CHRISTOPHER
CRAKER
Queen's Hall
The clarinet is put through its
paces with · a lively programme
including Deoussy's Premiere
Rhapsodie and Chopin's Bereuse
Op. 57.
7.30 pm: £2.50

JAN

BLUES N' TROUBLE
Preservation Hall
Free.
JAZZ
Queen's Hall
Roy Williams of Pizza Express All
Stars fame and Brian Keddie
introduce the evening with teambone music.
Followed by
saxophonists Jimmy Hastings
and Bobby Wishart.
10 p-m: £3.50

MON 20 JAN

THE STYNG RITES
Moray House
A goqd fun band so I'm told the Kings of shock and roll!
9 pm: £2
SNO
Usher Hall
Mozart's Symphony No. 38,
Prague and Bruckner's Symphony No, 7, Conducted by Walter WEIier.
7,30 JJm: £8.30-£2.80

SAT 1 8 JAN
SCOTTISH CHAMBER CHOIR
Queen's Hall
Colin Tipple conducts Rossini's
Petite - Messe Salonelle with
Michael Lester-Cribb piano and
Peter Backhouse on organ.
8 pm : £2.50, £1.50 (cons.)
AVALON
Preservation Hall
Free t

GRATE SHAMES
Preservation Hall
Free.

TUES 21 JAN
MARILLION
Playhouse
(Greenside Place)
7.30 pm.
STRIPES
Preservation Hall
A bluesy type band-this is their
. fist gig at the Pres. Hall.
Free.

WED 22 JAN
CHARLIE McNAIR'S
Preservation Hall
Free AC/DC
Playhouse
Horrible hairy people but the gigs
11re reputedly brilli8int!
7.30 pm: £8, £7
_

GALLERY SOCIETY
7.30
A trip to the Printmakers' Workmeet at the Workshop, 23
Union Place, 7.30.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
7.15 - Beginners
8.15 -Advanced
£1.50 a class or £8 a term.

WED 22 JAN
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
room 8, William Robertson Building, 5 pm.

Michael Wood (Yes of the tight
jeans and Wogan appearances)
of the BBC will lecture on The
Trojan War', the subject of his
last series on BBC1, Highlight
of the week if not term, says
What's On,
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10 pm
Blessed are those who mourn
- Rev. Dr Derek Murray, Hon.
Chaplain to Baptist Students.
CACTUS CLUB
Kavio,
Victoria St.
Every Wednesday, 9 till Late.
Only£1.50
GREEN BANA CLUB
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
8-1 am ,
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30

Cinema 1

. Until Saturday 18

COLONELRENDL(15)

5.00 and 8,00

'

The splendour and decay of the last days of the Austro-Hungarian empire form the bi,ckdrop to 1he
betrayal of the over.ambitious Red I.
Cinema 2

THE HUSTLER (18)

Until Saturday 18

5.30 and 8.15

_

,

Tension mounts as Fast Eddie (Paut Newman! takes on Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason) in a ~o1
game where both men, the shar1c and the respected professional, have their reputations on the lme.
Cinema 1

Sunday 19 to Sat 8 February

6.00 and 8.30

KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN (15)
Molina (William Hurt) is an effeminate gay locked up with Valentin (Raul Julia), imprisoned fore
long term because of his radical political activities.

Cinema 2

Sunday 19 and Monday 20

6.15 and 8.15

THE ANGELIC CONVERSATION (PG)
Derek Jarman describes this as 'my most austere work but also the one closest to my heart'. Jarma~
here takes fourteen of Shakespeare's sonnets back to their homosexual roo~s. transforming lhem
into an in~nse and erotic experience.
Cinema2 1
Double Bil of

Tuesday 21 and Wednesd~y 22

at6.30

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE (PG)
with John parfield and Lana Turner

and

BUILD MY GALLOWS HIGH (PG)
with Robe1 Mitchum and Jane Greer

l

50p mati~ees this week: LA BALANCE (18), Thu 16; THE HUSTLER (18), Fri 17;
ALTERED STATES (18), Tue 21; KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN (15). WecJ 22.

Folk DeVilsl
THE MEN THEY
COULDN'T HANG
Hoochie Coochie Club

At last an oasis in Edinburgh's
barren
musical
desert. Hundreds of people,
too long starved of decent
music, virtually laid siege to
the Hoochie Coochie Club
and many didn't make it in.
Once in, it was absolutely
packed. The sweat ran down the
walls and roadies hung (sic) from
the PA to stop the swaying stacks
from falling onto the bouncing
masses. All credi t to the club
bouncers who showed great
restraint in restrai ning a continual
stage invasion (one even pointed
out that he was a history
graduate).
The Men They Couldn't Hang
were making amends for the gig
they had to cancel last year. As
they circulated freely after the set,
talking to all and sundry , I managed to corner two of them. So
who were the " Men They
Couldn 't Hang"? Luddites, the
Tolpuddle Martyrs, Chartists or
maybe
the
·19th
century
revolutionaries of the Rebecca
resistance group they sang about
in lronmasters?
"Em. Well, we got it from a
friend of Shanne ( the bass player)
and basically he just thought of
this name and that's it!"
The third 'Man' looks on in mute disbelief, as he realises to his consterOh well, if you're going to be
nation, that his urinal has not come equipped with the customary miclike that . Thank you, God bless
and goodnight! The conversation
rophone.
Photo: Craig McNicol
rapidly deteriorated into lists of
with
cowpunk.
Also
our
first
Well
Shane
does .. . "
,
people who'd survived the electric
Jon: "Well Shane' can•( go
chair etc.For revenge, the obvious single, The Green Fields of
wrong basically."
retaliation was to grill them on France, was Pogue-ish."
Phil Odgers (vocals, guitar):
Phil: "We did this gig in Glastheir Pogues connection.
"It's not that it was Pogue-ish , it
gow and they said Shane got sick
Jon: "We know them."
on stage three times ... "
Another
one-line classic. was that it was lrish-ish."
The room was small , but domiJon: " If any other band did it
That's it. I'm leaving.
nated by the band's large carry... if George Michael got sick on
Jon: "When the Pogues and us
out of lager-ish.
stage everyone would go Uhh!"
and the Boothills started getting
Phil: "The Pogues don 't present
A sight to behold. Wham! gobknown , everyone chucked us in
themselves on stage very well.
bing and retching as the, enraged

audience pull the house down to
the revolutionary strains of
Wham! Rap.
Jon: "The main connection is
that we grew up together.''
Phil: "We've got more of a variation than the Pogues. "
You can say that again . They
range from anti-war folk ballads
like Scarlet Ribbons to the R'n' R
of Walkin' Ta/kin' , the pop of A
Night to Remember and · finally
Teenage Kicks!
Wow! The greatest song ever
recorded according to John Peel
and myself. Teenage Kicks?
Phil: "We were just mucking
around ... we did it as a one-off.
It shows what you're listening to ."
At this point , the tape recorder
yields noises akin to the spilling of
lager-ish on it.'
Jon: "Everyone was into punk
at the time."
Phil : " If there was a common
interest in the band , then it would
be punk."
Phil goes on to list many of the
early punk bands that influenced
them. Their manager (bear in
mind he also manages The
Damned) listens intently and asks
which one was his overall favo urite.
Phil:
"Particularly
The
Damned .."
Sycophant!
Phil: "Shane used to play for
the Nipple Erectors and Shane
McGowan. "
Jon: "That's probably another
reason for being compared to the
Pogues so much. She gets called
Shane quite often ."
Phil: "I get called Shane . ..
what a real insult!"
Indeed . Was Johnny Come
Home based on personal experience?
Phil: " Not as much as Jack
Dandy is. It's based on some
bloke who moved down to London, got in with the wrong crowd ,
and got chopped up to bits and
flu shed down the toilet."

Swills: They couldn't hang him so
they broke his jaw.

It would be sour to say you have
a mildly socialist outlook on life?
Jon: "Well , there's a ge neral
socialist attitude throughout the
band. Not totally socialist. "
Phil: "Well it is totally socialist!
There's an awful lot ofreal hypocrites in the Socialist Workers'
Party. They're from middle-class
fami lies and they live in squats for
two years. They get in the SWP
and the next year they"re a bank
manager."

What about the · violence you
seem to be associated with , especially when you got your jaw broken?
Phil: " It was just a totally
unprovoked attack - nothing to
do with the band. The newspapers
tried to make something of it.
There's never any trouble at our
gigs ."
And finally for all you Smash
Hits fans out there. Where do
they buy their underwear?
Phil: "I get my longjohns from
Marks and Spencer. "
Jon: "I don't buy any. I wait till
Christmas and get given them!"
Revolutionary stuff Kiddies!
Craig McNicol"

Di nosaur Rock
With their Big Smell Dinosaur EP storming up the lndie Charts, Rote Kapelle's Andrew
Tully asks himself what makes them tick. Guaranteed free from all forms of BASTARD PAP!
Artwork by Stuart Clarke and Rote Kapelle

Malcolm - a bassist with
no friends.
Johnathon - a drummer
who likes early Genesis.
Ian - a keyboard player
who hates playing keyboards.
The perfect combination:
bloody minded, pig headed
and loud. Songs to sing like a
frogman to. Rote Kapelle
rhymes with coat lapel, none
To the Finland Station on a of this teutonic wordplay. It's
Gaelic for Scottish Mint
pink skateboard.
Humbugs, a celtic gorilla
A snail's progress through
the crazy, wacky world of group who opposed the Highrock 'n' roll. An unlikely land clearances by cutting off
combination like duck-billed their own ears. After nearly
platypus
ROTE four years, the first three of
which were embarrassingly
KAPELLE.
Andrew - a vocalist who awful, Rote Kapelle are
hits notes by throwing bricks superstars (HUH?). Their self
financed four-track EP, BIG
at them.
Margarita a vocalist SMELL DINOSAUR is no. 22
who admits to owning Altered in the NME indie chart, an
honour equivalent to that of
Images records.
the
Cycling Proficiency
Chris - a guitarist with no
Award. To be true, it's not
bottom.

the greatest record ever, too
controlled and contained,
lacking that truly magic edge
they have live, but compared
to the bland, manufactured
muzak oozing pus-like from
the radio, it's fabby! And
the sleeve is the best since
Warhol's peel off banana,
each
one
individually
crayoned in!
Songs that go BANG!
BANG! CRASH! and lalalalalal, about George (the second most popular man in the
Soviet Union 1949-51), My
greenside,K!NO MOB
EVOLUTION
redside: "F.ergus!The sheep!"
AGASFIRE

Brother Eesore Is an Hairy
Man But I Am A Smooth
One, or Sundays.
Art is Jong and life is short,
And success is very far off.
Adolf Hitler's mother.
So what does the future
hold for Rote Kapelle, apart
from destitution. I asked
them that question on Sunday
while they watched Songs of
Praise.
Magarita; Playing guitar for
the June Brides or the Pastels.
Chris; Driving a fire engine,

or riding a motorboke in
CHIPS.
Malcolm; Conducting the
SNO.
Johnathon; Kissing
Bill
Bruford all over his face.
Andrew; Sneaking into the
Nurse's home to see my girl.
Ian; Driving rusty nails up
Bono's bottom.
Rote Kapelle, This Is Your
Life. Read this while listening
to The Hardest Walk, it's like
scuba-diving.
Andrew Tully
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Caley Cop-Out
For those amongst you who
have been painfully aware of
the severe shortage of live
music outlets · in the city,
here's the latest.
The Caley Palais on the Lothian Road used to put on a lot of
concerts
with
top
bands
such as New Order, REM, Everything But the Girl etc. But since
Misty in Roots played at a thundering 150 decibels · on 27 Feb1985, there hasn 't been a sound
from the place.
The problem is that a nearby
YWCA hostel has complained
about the noise ever since the
Caley was opened. It is build over
an old railway tunnel, and girders
underneath link the bottom of it
with surrounding buildings. Subsequently it has had to be closed.
If it were soundproofed (a very
expensive process) ,
Regular
would be only to happy to promote bands there, but this is highly
unlikely to happen.
Coronation Inns. the group
who own the Caley (and The
Hailhouse, Preservation Hall , the
Pear Tree etc) have no definite

The success of The Men
They Couldn't Hang (for
which see elsewhere) and
their more illustrious cousins
the Pogues, highlights a disturbing _new trend in popular
music. It seems there are
some groups that don't use
those shiny loud electric
guitars, and concentrate on
playing lively entertaining
dance music, and generally
having a wild time.
Apparently they have normal
haircuts and wear I-shirts and
jeans. Seriously disturbed by such
affrontery , I hardened my cynicism and headed for Moray House
to talk to two Edinburgh representatives of these subversives;
We Free Kings and the Deaf
Heights Cajun Aces.

SURF'S
UP,
BABY
BLUE!!
Christmas on the beach in
Glasgow. Splashing along to
Splash One, try,ng to dodge
the raindrops like Billy
Whizz. The only place to be at
Christmas!
A
heavenly
soundtrack for a generation
of surfers who never saw the
sea, let alone a surfboard.
Nancy Sinatra was there, and
Pete Shelley and Roky Erikson and Joey Ramone music to dance like a big, blue
aeroplane to.
Punk is dead.Degenerated into

plans at the moment prior to
recommendations
from
the
Enrivonmental Health people ,
but a Mr Johnson , speaking for
Coronation Inns , considered it
more likely that if it did open
again, it would do so in the capacity of a big pub and disco. He
expressed the hope that the Caley
might reopen in late Spring or

Aces High
Moray House

Splash One , Glasgow

a tiresome , turgid mass of corny

Photo: Ian Harvey
early Summer but again, this is
dependent on the environmental
health, the police etc.
A big new pub and disco for the
Lothian Road would be a lucrative investment. but perhaps not
the most essential or exciting
development for that area. Sadly
for Edinburgh, it appears that live
music doesn't pay these days.
Suzanne Doran

WE FREE KINGS/
DEAF HEIGHTS
CAJUN ACES

WIRE

Hank Wangford Band'
Rodeo Radio (Situation Two)

listen to , Woody Guthrie that sort
The problem with trying to
of thing. " I remarked that Joe's satirise Country and Western
style was reminiscent of Cathal's music is that the real thing is
from Microdisney. "Yeah I do get
so preposterous as to be quite
carried away . That guy's voice
really breaks me up . I don't like beyond satire! It's impossible
much modern music though; the to take the piss out of a creaSmiths I really hate! Why do so tion as bizarre as I'll Nevermany people like the Smiths?"
Get Out Of This World Alive

- it does that itself.
We Free Kings have as yet no
record company interest , but
Joe's former flatmate Mike Scott
did give them a slot with the
Waterboy's in Glasgow , and
Ensign Records have a copy of
their · demo. If being decent
people had anything to do with it
we'd be hearing more of We Free
Kings.
The Deaf Heights brand of
Louisiana ca jun was just as sue- ·
cessful in filling the dance lloor
and raising a sweat. They supported. The Pogues back in June
and since then they seem to have
developed their wilder side, which
is all to the good. They have been
receiving some national attention
lately, so I asked their singer
(whom the drummer assured me
was known as Deaf) whether they
might surrender some of the
Louisiana purity to become pop
stars. "No I don't think so, We
want to sell records and be successful , but I ihink there's a wide
enough audience for the sort of
ca jun we play without us having to
tone it down at all. " The, bass
player was a tough looking
character in the mould of Jean
Jacques Burnel or Peter Hook, so
I sent Lisa to investigate. She elicited the information that most ·
of the songs are based on traditional tunes but radically restructured by the group. Apparently a
self-financed 5-track EP is planned for spring time so look out for
that.

We Free Kings soon dispelled
most of my doubts. Their brand of
furious straightforward aggressive
jigs was initially very exciting.
Towards the end it was sounding
somewhat monotonous , but the
real focus of attention was the
antics of Joe the singer, intermittently joining the audience for a
manic reel. His obvious enjeyment and involvement were a joy
to see. Speaking to him afterwards, he tried to show me the
serious side of the group, and
came across as a very intense and
committed person without any of
the dogmatic approach of 'political' songwriters. I asked him
about the lyrical standpoint of his
songs. "Politics is not about parties or unions or Derek HattonHaving vainly tried to persuade
it's about having enough to eat.
Mind you I do love Tony Benn. these people to dye their hair
What we are trying to do is give black, stop smiling and cover a
people a good time and communi- few Sisters of Mercy tracks , I left ,
cate something, communjcations worried about all those people
really important. It's like what I enjoying themsleves.

Tom Lappin.

Which is why the Hank
Wangford Band are totally
superfluous on vinyl. Musically
they're significant enough, and it
may raise one small smirk the first
time you play it, but you do not
need this album. It sounds so
much like real C& W music that
you want to tear it up! Surely the
singing
gynaecologist
(yes,
reaUy!) isn 't being serious.
Cos as Hank says, the whole
thing about Country music is sincerity. Real C&W songs like
You're The Reason God Make
Oklahoma positively suppurate
with the stuff. Hank's problem is
that pretending to be a sincere
Country singer isn't funny , unless
you do it badly, like the ultra classic Paralysed by The Legendary
Stardust Cowpoy.

Well, Iliked it.
I really, really recommend that
you go and see Hank play live. It's
fun : you can jump about to it, and
it's funny. What more can you
ask?
·Well, I could ask that he stops
releasing albums like this. The
best thing about it is Hank's notes
on the cover, in which he opines
that Willie Newlson is "still more
a rebel than Joe Strummei ever
was." I'll buy that.
But I wouldn't buy this record.
Graham Meikle

cliches. The Cult are the Rolling
Stones. Spear of Destiny are
Supenramp. "The Spirit of '76" is
cloyingly vomit-inducing , for The
Alarm are truly marshmallows.
Long live Punk! Out on a
surfboard, with originality, wit,
enthusiasm, bloody , good tones
and beach bum tans; Sonic Youth ,
the Mary Chain, the Shop Assistents, the Membranes, Three
Johns
AND HERE IT IS
AGAIN ... WIRE!!
A comeback after five years.
No busking tour: , no bullshit

manifestoes , no crappy records
just an occasional on·e-off gig
every two months.
I've found something
No-one else is looking for
And what's more
I'm keeping it to myself.
With a back catalogue more
impressive than John Rob's trousers, Wire, as perverse as ever,
played none of them. They look
older than the Rolling Stones,
like a ~crufty James Last
Orchestra.
Building forever
upwa rds and over, pounding and
pulling
the
brain ,
Robert
Gotobed, trance-like death head
closi ng caption on Star Trek,
thumps the drums. Guitars and
bass tease rhythms forbidding yet
enticing, hypnotic yet distracting,
drawn out taut , held and then
released. a madman laughs "It's
history! " tongue in cheek,"Cheek
in Tongues. "

"A segment has been cut
out of the back of his head.
The sun, and the whole world
with it, peeps in. It makes him
nervous, it distracts him
from his work, and moreover
it irritates him that just he
should be the one debarred
from the spectacle".
FRANZ 'mine's an aspirin'

KAFKA
Andrew Tully

~lse · Pulse · PulsJ
Let me begin by quashing
the latest wave of rumours
sweeping our streets. I hate to
be a killjoy but - Talking
Heads will not be appearing
in Glasgow. Or so I'm told ...
Last week, Regular Music set
ihe record straight bysaying that
there was no substance in the
rumours. True, the band had "ex·
pressed an interest" in playing but
nothing more. No date has been
confirmed and nor is there any
likelihood of one being confirmed
in the near future. As for the distant future? Well, we live from day
to day.

Wednesday at the same venue
where AC/DC play the first of
their two dates. Definitely the gig
of the year so far (not much competition, I admit) this is _gonna be
one LOUD evening with these
Aussie animals who thankfully
have no pretentions of grandeur
but just concentrate on bashing
out their simple riffs. Not to be
taken seriously - just go along
and get carried away. Yes, I'll be
there; deep down, there's a headbanger in all of us.

I've no doubt there's one in Billy
Bragg too, but whether he'll be
discussing this on Red Herrings
tonight on BBC 2 is rather
What is certain is that a new unlikely. Red Herrings is yet
club night at the Hoochie Coochie another "youth" programme that
Club is to get underway. As of this in its first edition looks at protest
Sunday, that night will be the time music, currently back in vogue it
for the Texas Club, a regular slot would appear. Billy will be
specialising in Latin, Funk andl appearing alongside rock jourJazz. Hmmm • • . Sounds like a nalist Stuart Cosgrove, cool cat
real neat heavy duty pose number, Ken Livingstone and a lot of others:
this, so I'm sure you'll all flock discussing how those "political pop
there in your hordes - it starts at stars" can reconcile their beliefs
10.30 pm, so don't get there too with
the
music industry's
early.
capitalist ethics. If all that politics
Those of you distraught at the sounds too heavy for you then
absence from this week's pages of there's also a specially filmed per. James Jazz (whaddya mean you formance of Test Department.
didn't notice?!) can rest assured
The telly also offers the Tube on
that o.ur loveable Mr Jazz has not
been impaled on one of Mark Friday with live bands ST A and
Knopfler's numerous Fenders but INXS. Finally crap programme of
is in fact preparing himself spiritu- the week is certainly the execrable
ally to begin reviewing Jazz once No Limits, Tuedsdays on BBC 2.
more. You can read/laugh/throw This week it comes from Brighton
up at the results in next week's and I'm hoping for a big wave to
issue as James will be at . the wash the whole scummy bunch
Queen's Hall tomorrow night to into the Channel. So there.
cast his alcohol-impaired vision
Finally, you may have noticed on
over saxophonists Jimmy Hastings
and Bobby Wishart, plus Roy Wil- the comment page some response
to
our Dire Straits review last
liams and Brian Keddie who are
exponents of my own fave, the week. Well we're not so talented
here at Music that we can't take
trombone.
criticism and so I'm proud to
The same night at Moray House announce that later this term 'Stu·
College offers local wild boys the dent' will hold its very first ReadStyngrites who have just released ers Poll. Also, to appease all you
their debut single, so I suppose disgruntled Dire Straits fools/fans
they've got good reason to be wild.
there will be a chance to win a
Wild is not a word I'd use genuine Mark Knopfler headba_nd
describe Marillion but they've not (with real sweat!) in an exclusive
surprisingly
sold
out
the competition. Yes, we love him
Playhouse on Tuesday. A much really.
better night will be had by all on
Keith Cameron
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Ski Package for '86
Jacqueline Brown presents -student's Ski Package '86 - assesses the Scottish and Alpine resorts
and advises on the buying of equipment. Whether you're anticipating another piste-bashing
season or tentatively thinking of taking up the sport, read on ...
A Thomas Cook survey
l:airngorm is · the largest ski
·announced last year the Scottish area in Scotland and is 128 miles
ski resorts were the best value in · from Edinburgh (a three-hour
Europe. However, the "ski bar- drive). There are 20 lifts with vergain of 1985" was a result of the tical runs of 1,500 feet. The resort
fall in the value of sterling and is suitable for all grades of skiers
Scotland attracts few skiers from and there are several nursery runs
abroad.
at the bottom of the slope.
. Aviemore, our main resort,
The day tickets are valid on all
tries to appeal more widely than chairlifts and tows and cost £9.50
to local weekenders. But English for adults, £6.30 for children. A
skiers can get to Alpine resorts as balf-day ticket is available from I
quickly and cheaply as they can to pm: £7.30 for adults, £4.90 for
the Cairngorms. Coupled with children.
this, is the comparatively small
Aviemore is the only developed
size of the ski area. Neither Avie- resort in Scotland with several
more nor Glenshee-can offer the large hotels in the town centre and
same range of skiing as the most many smaller hotels and bed and
undeveloped Continental resort.
breakfast accommodation in the

£2.50.
The Highlands and Islands
Board publish "Ski Holidays Scotland" which advertises accommodation arc;,und the main resorts.
The brochure is available from
many travel agents and also from
the Scottish Tourist Board above
Waverley Market.
The choice of accommodaiton
ranges from large hotels to self.
catering chalets. Aviemore in particular has many small hotels and
guest houses short distances from
the slopes.
All of the resorts offer many
package holidays which are ideal
for beginners. These usually
include dinner, bed and break-

·Club

White Heather
The greatest disadvantage of
Scottish skiing is the volatile
weather - storms and sudden·
high winds badly affect the snow
as well as closing down chairlifts.
conditions are unfriendly and,
hard as the winte r is, snow is unre-·
liable. In recent years Scotland
has had some very poor seasons
which were disastrous for every
bed and breakfast at the foot of
the Cairngorms and disappointing
for the keen skier. Usually conditions are at their best in late
March and throughout April
when daylight hours are longer
and the weather is more bearable.
However, if Scotland has few
outstanding skiers, it has produced generations of very hardy
and determined Scots who regard
the bad weather as part of the skiing experience. Thousands of
pwple make the two o r threehour journey to the slopes and the
four ski resorts - Aviemore,
Glenshee, Glencoe and the Lecht
are busy every weekend
throughout the season .

surrounding area . Aviemore
centre also offers a wide range of
non-skiing activities including a
disco , skating rink and cinema.
Glenshee is 86 miles from Edinburgh (less than two hours drive)
and is popular for day trips. There
are 18 lifts with vertical runs of
1,200 feet and the resort is suitable for all types of skiers.
Skiing at Glenshee is considerably cheaper than at Aviemore. An
adult day ticket costs £6.50, a
junior one (for under-16s) will
cost £4.00. Half-day tickets cost
£5.00 and £3.00 respectively.
Glenshee tows give access to a
large area of the hill and two more
are being planned for this season
at Corie Fienn. The fo ur nursery
tows mean that Glenshee is ideal
for beginners.
Glencoe is 125 miles from Edinburgh and is less developed than
the other ski areas. There are two
chairlifts and two drag tows giving
access to a number of runs.
A day ticket is £6 for adults,
£4.50 for juniors (under 17s). The·

Photo courtesy of Lange stocked by Sports Conscious.
half-day ticket is available from
1.30. pm: £5 for adults, £3 for
juniors.
Glencoe is barren even by Scottish standards. The chairlift from
the car park (last chance for a loo
stop) is followed by a mile walk
across the plateau to the main skiing area. This resort is ideal for
intermediates and both the Spring
Run and Flypaper (access from
the top tow) offer considerable
challenge to advanced skiers.

However, the lack of nursery runs
a nd the grotty cafeteria may result
in a miserable day for reluctant
beginners.
The Lecht is 120 miles from
Edinburgh and, on contrast to
Glencoe, is ideal for beginners.
Four skilifts and two tows with
'two pomas to be added this year.
Day tickets are £5 for adults, £3
for juniors. Half-day tickets
(either valid from 8.30 am-1 pmor
1 pm-4.30 pm) cost £3.50 and

Before you go
Both the cost and range of
equipment avai lable can be
off-putting to the ski-struck
beginner. However, as boots
and skis are designed for skiing a good choice of both will
make considerable difference in your ability.

Photo: David Ya"ow

Different standards of skiers
look for specific qualities in a
boot. Racers and experts want
maximum control and use boots
with high stiff shells and moulded
inners to get a tight grip on the
foot. Beginners should consider
comfort a nd the convenience of
easily fastened and tightened
boots.
Saloman boots have always
been popular and are especially
recomme nded to beginners and
intermediates. The improved
designs are available this season
-the SX 91 costs £139.50; the SX
81 is £119.50. Older models are
still available and are between £80
and £90.
These rear-entry boots have
only one clip to fasten and the
internal plate rarely needs to be
altered. The manager of Skisport
and Sun commented: "These are
comfortable,
straightforward
boots. We've just got a new order
in and it's like having a goldmine
delivered to our door."

Sports Conscious in Princes
Street choose to stock a different
range of boots including Lange,
Dynafit and Koflach. Many of
these boots have a more precise fit
and are of particular interest to
advanced skiers. Some of the
Dynafit and Koflach models have
an inner which can be filled with
foam to fit your foot and these
offer better control than standard
off-the-shelf boots. The Dynafit
foam boot costs £141, the Koflach
is £155 and Sports Conscious will
properly mould these boots to
your foot.
Choice of skis depends on a
number of factors and it is worth
taking advice from an equipment
expert. Most importantly , make
sure that you choose a ski suited to
your ability as ski manufacturers
produce different models to suit
experts and beginners.
Many ski shops sell packages of
skis and bindings which are considerably cheaper than buying the
· two separately. Skisport and Sun
offer a large choice of such packages catering.for different types
of skiers. The ml>st expensive is
Kastle racing skis sold with a Salomon 748 E binding which is £194

and suitable.for racers. The Kastle
Sprint and Salomon 337 is ideal
for beginners and costs only £97.
Sports Conscious offer a reduc-

fast; the hire of equipment; cost of
tuition and ski passes. The final
price depends on your choice of
accommodation. A five-day package arranged with the Post
House Hotel in Aviemore Centre
will cost £170, compared to £138
for a similar holiday spent at Glen
Hotel, Newtonmore . Several
hotels also offer cross-country ski
packages for beginners. A fiveday holiday which inlcudes food
and accommodation, hire of
equipment and cost of tuition
costs around £134.
Activity Travel organise both
:Scottish and Continental ski holidays and are used by Pollock Halls
for weekend trips. They have selfcatering packages in both Aviemore and Glenshee costing from
£75 for five nights; the hotel
choice in Glenshee costs £99 and
includes dinner , bed and breakfast.
For more information contact
Activity Travel at 12 Raeburn
Place, 031-339 9457/8.

• • •
tion when buying skis and bindings together and will also advise
on good packages.
Both shops offer cross-counuy
packages wltich includes the skis,
poles, binding and boots. Skisport
and Sun sell a Rossignol Ski and
Salomon boot for £82. Sports
Conscious have two offers - the
cheaper Arosa one at £64.99 and
the Glider which costs £83.99.
Unlike other outdoor activities,
skiing has spawned· a clothes
industry more concerned with
fashio n than function . The
increase in the number of people
skiing abroad has resulted in the
spread of European fashion to
Cairngorm.
Anoraks and salopettes are
more colourful and ingenious
than before and many girls are
wearing ski-suits. The one-piece is
very practical and the colours are
lovely . Skisport and Sun have got
a good selection including ~he
HCC collection which is fairly
expensive.
The most popular buy this sea·
son has been the pastel-coloured
cals which were worn in every
fashionable resort last season.
This tube worn with a headband
cost up to £15 {about the same
price as a hat) and would make
any beginner look sop,h~ticated .
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·1e arena
Skiing, like aerobics , is a leisure
ph.enomenon that has become
increasingly popular over the past
five years. More and more people
are making an annual trip to the
Alps ; Bill Thompson, regional
manager of Pickford's Travel
Centre , said that winter holiday
bookings have increased by 200
per cent compared to last
January's figure.
Thompson '. s travel company
recently announced their policy of
offering cheaper package deals to
encou rage people to holiday
abroad at Christmas and Easter.
The competition between the
major compan ies means that
many foreign holidays are affordable to students. " Most of the ski
pack.ages are exceptionally good.
value ,"
commented
Bill
Thompse>n.

Photo courtesy of Lan~e
by Sports Conscious.
A.s sk iing gains in popularity,
getting to. the Alps is becoming
easier with many companies
operating fro m Scotland: Neilson
and Enterprise both fly from
Edinburgh;
Thomson's
and
Yugotours have flights from Glasgo.w. The two Edinburgh-based
sk, companies, Ski and Do and
Activity Travel, cater for a local
market and most of their flights
leave from Scotland.

Choosing
your resort
c.hoice of resort is only one factor in the success of a ski holiday
- luck with weather and snow
conditions make a tremendous
difference - but it is an aspect
over which you have some control. Don't be confused by the sea
of' superlatives which recur in
many brochures as certain conditions should be satisfied before
making a final decision .
Snow conditions can to some
extent be anticipated according to
the t1mmg of your holiday. European resorts tend to be quieter in
January , due to the likelihood of
Medium
altitude
blizzards.
resorts with plenty of skiing below !
tree level means that slopes are
sheltered from wind. By February
good col!ditions can be guaranteed throughout Europe. However, expect crowds as the
French , Swiss and Germans all
have holidays during this month.
From March onwards it is
· ad~tsable to choose resorts with
skung above 2,09() metres and
: 1th north-facing . slopes. The
0st rehable areas are in France
- especially Tignes and Meribel
- and the Easter crowds are:the
worst of the season.
The range of skiing varies from
oner
·
lik esor! to. anoti)er and places
th e Verb,er in Switzerland have
e reI?utation of catering for more
advanced skiers. Experts and

plucky intermediates can ski anywhere in Europe, beginners
should choose more carefully.
Fashionable resorts with extensive ski areas are not beneficial to
the first-timer. Instead , look for
smaller places with a number of
nursery slopes and easy runs graded green on the piste map.
The increase in package holidays makes it difficult to estimate
which resorts or countries are
cheap and which expensive. However , the cost of food, drink and
apres-sk, does vary : France and
Switzerland tend to be more
expensive, Italy and Austria less
so. Fashionable resorts are usual}y ridiculously pricey, regardless
of country. duty-free countriessuch as Andorra, on the Spanish
s1deofthe Pyrenees-are considerably'cheaper and popular with
students.
is
Accommodation
mainly in hotels and a week 's holiday will cost up to £179 in high
seascln. Ski packs can be bought
from the company reps at the
resorts. Expect to pay around £75
for a life pass, one week hire of
skis and tuition.
·
The Travel Centre is also offering a £99 stand-by organised with
Ski and Do. The package includes
the flight from Edinburgh , selfcatering accommodation for the
week and the cost of insurance.

Pick of the
brochures
The Edinburgh Travel Centre
in Bristo Square stocks many ski
brochures , ranging from Neilson
to smaller companies offering
cheaper packages. If you 're bewildered by the number of resorts,
look at the Travel Centre's "Ski
H_ohday Uuide" compiled by
Neilson rep Alison Mitchell.
From the range of cheap holidays the manager, Tom Young,
recommended Snow World and
Snow Coach. Snow World
organises holidays to Andorra
and Livigne and to the Italian
resorts of Selva and Courmayeur.
Flights leave from Gatwick ,
accommodation is in self-catering
apartments and hotels offering
bed and breakfast. Prices vary

should be seats avai.lable.
Ski and Do is a relatively new
and .very successful company,
cla,mmg to be Scotland's No. 1
tour operator. It offers holidays in
mne resorts including the most
popular and reliable ski areas in
E.urope - the Three Valleys ,
T,gnes,
Val
d' lsere
and
Chamonix.
All of their resorts offer a good
range of skiing suitable for all
standards and also for cross-country skiing. The resorts also have
company reps and ski guides who
will show parties of intermediates
and advanced skiers around the
mountains. This year Fred Harper
- one of Britain's most experiences skiers - will be spending
one day a week in different resorts
and he will take off-piste
enthusiasts to the powder fields.
Unlike most operations, Ski an
Do fly to Lyons (as opposed to
Geneva) which reduces the transfer time to resorts. The company
is more singular in that it caters for
students. Apart from the £99 package , Ski an Do are also offering
half-board chalet holidays in the
same resorts for £139.
The summer skiing trips to
Tignes are ideal fop large groups
of students. A party of 28 people
travelling from Edinburgh by
coach and staying in chalet accommodation will pay £149 for a oneweek holiday. There will still be
about 80 km of piste and some
good mogule runs throughout the
summer. The good weather and
gentle slopes at the foot of the
glacier makes this time of holiday
ideal for beginners. Non-ski
activities include golf, tennis,
windsurfing and sailing.
Ski an Do is a direct sell company- for enquiries and reservations visit the office at 14 Stafford
Street (226 6626). Mr Norman
Yarrow. managing director and
former vice-president of Edinburgh University Ski Club , said:
"I ·want to do everything to
encourage students to ski
abroad. "
Activity Travel offer considerably cheaper packages near the end
of season which are affordable to
students. Accommodation is
mainly in large chalets serviced by ·
at least one chalet girl. The .company organises holidays in the

Photo courtesy of Lange stocked by Sports Conscious.

Free Holiday to Tignes
Donated by Ski an Do and the
Edinburgh Travel Centre
Tig~es has been variously described as the "ultimate in skiing" and ." th
equivalent of 20,000 football stadiums". At 2,000 feet it is reliable fo
snow and is popular with skiers throughout Easter and the summer
~tudent is o!fering you the chance to win a 7-day holiday for iwo
flymg from Edmburgh on the 12th April, The package is worth almos
£500 and has been donated by Ski an Do and the Edinburgh Trave
Centre.
Answer the questions below and either send or bring the entry form t
the Student offic~ at 48 ~he Pleasance, to arrive by Friday, 241
January. There will be a prize draw from the correct entries before th
end of the month.
1. Where were the last Winter Olympics held?
2. What is "Langlaur' when practiced by many British skiers?
3. Which other popular resort is Tignes' neighbour?

Answers:
1.

2.

································:·············· ···················

3.
ame

ddress .............................................................................. .

atriculation No . ......... ........... .... ..... , ........ .. .

~
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Photo courtesy of Neucca stocked by Sports Conscious ..
well-known Davas, Verbier and
throughout the season - a week
Les Deux Alpes but prefers to
staying in an ap~rtment in
avoid large purpose-built resorts.
Andorra could cost up to £154,
The manager of Activity Travel
the same holiday in Selva is £179.
recommended La Clusez, a pretty
Snow Coach have coaches leavresort in the French Alps. The ski
ing from different parts of Britain
area has slopes of 2,700 feet and
(including all of Scotland's main
Register with the Travel Centre in was the venue for the recent
Clerk Street, giving your prefer- British Flying Km Championships
ence dates and you'll be told when .and last year's World Cup skiing.
Accommodation at La Clusez
you're leaving ten days before
depar.t ure. The package offers a includes a hotel , self-catering
apartments and Activity Travel's
good chpice of the main resorts first Club Chalet which sleeps 17
Meribel, Courchevel, Tignes and
Les Arces - and flights are full and has three live-in chalet girls.
from mid-February. Ski and Do A week in mid-April will cost
have arranged another flight to . £189. For more information concities) and heading for Andorra or tact the con:ipany at H2 Raeburn
leave on the 12th April and there Place (332 2704).

ACTIVITY TRAVEL specialise

In ski-Ing holidays.
Our 32-page fu!l·colour brochure is packed with holidays in
Europe's most exciting resorts.

Choose from a wide range of chalets,
hotels and self-catering apartments
- fly from Edinburgh or London on
conveniently timed flights.

**

Free Insurance!
Free Holidays!·

Edinburgh Olflce

12 RAEBURN PLACE
EDINBURGH EH4 1HN
031-332 945'1/8(24HRS)
031-343 6106/'1
London Office

35 WNDON ROAD

KINGSION·UPON-THAMES
KT2 6ND 01-5415115 (24HRS)

laClusaz

HOLIDAYS

14 STAFFORD STREET, EDINBURGH

~~~~~~~~~

2 WEEKS 2 PERSONS 3 PERSONS CHILDREN
FOR THE FOR THE FOR THE UNDER 12
PRICE OF 1 PRICE OF 1 PRICE OF 2 GO FREE
go

2 weeks b the price d I
i1 De Luie

Oilcten lJ'lder 12
FREE to Self Catf!ri1g

val 01serechalet
18th Jan, 25th Jan.
1st f"oeb.

fran 18th Jan· 15th Feb..
Nole maxm.m d
I c:hld .to I ac:Ut
(Onreman,g
hokiays) .

·_ SUMMER~
SKIING

Otl 0/!MI Sl.fflT1er ski'lg bn:xtue
wl be j:lblstled at the end ct
.
Jaruary. \11,t ~ ~ catffl'g
fran £95 aid chalet holday5
fn:m£149 - cal us roN

and hope to see you on one of
.,... winter or summer holdays In the fol tlw:omlng ye-.
A10L 1685 .

A star is born?

The annual men's and ladies
Sportstars competition is taking place this Sunday. This
year our (fool)hardy participants will start by savouring
the joys of Infirmary Street
baths at .8.15 am, (does this
time exist?) . They will then be
faced with a diverse range of
skills culminating with the
dreaded gym tests at 4.30.

Mondays

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

08.50-10.10
10.10-11.30
12.00-16.00
12.00-14.00
12.00-14.00
13.00-14.00
17.30-18.30

Beginner
Improver

08.50-10.10
10.10-11.30
Keep Fit
12. 15-13 .00
Popmobility
13.00-14.00
Cgnte!ffporary Dance 17.00-19.00
Running
17.30-18.30
Scottish Country Dance 19.30-21.00

Improver
Beginner

Squash

Early Bird
Squash
Tennis
FitnejS Testing
Keep Fit
MultiGym
Lifesaving
FoikDance

Will the Sportstars competition bring a new star to the fore?

'f Shuttle cocked

Timetable

Saturday 7th December.
saw a combined University
team take on visiting Stranmillis College _in a 26 game
match as the highlight of their
weekend tour.

8.30- 9.30 Swimming
10.15-1 1.30 Golf (lower gym)
11.15-12.30 Road-running
12.30-15.30 Hockey, Basketball
and Badmi nton (Sports Hall)
14. I0-16.50 Squash
16.15-17.30 Gym tests {upper
gym)

Although fiercely competitive
the opposition was not as strorig as
was feared . Singles victories by
Alan Hutchison , Craig Douglas
and James More for the men and
Francis Flynn for the women (all
of whom are seeded in this year's
Scottish University's Champiohship) built the University a com-

More details of all events are
now avai lable from the Sports
union Office.

Squash
Fitness Testing
Circuit Trainlng
MultiGymn
Popmobjlity

It is expected to be a very open
contest this yea r as the Rev. Ross
Williamson has fina lly left Univ'ersity! Kevin Reynard , Graham ·
Forsyth and Robin Strang must
rank among the favowites having
all had previo us experience of
Sportstars. Dave 'Coconut Grove'
Rickman and Grunbo 'one bench
jump' Stewart.
Last year's ladies winner Gilian
Manahan must surely be a strong
favourite again , but Anne
Leishman
and
Stephanie
Thompson are also highly fancied.

The majority of students do not aspire to the great heights of representing the University at sport. There are however numerous opportunities for the less ambitious of us to make full use of the fac ilities
offered by the PE Department. There are, of course, the various IntraMural leagues·run by the Sports Union , and in addition the PE Department runs a series of cl asses every day . Hewre.is their programme for
the Spring Term:

manding lead. With even the
infamous second team -gents getting results the University went
onto a very convincing victory.
The Irish team, however,
proved tlremselves fare more
adept at sampling the Edinburgh·
beer and nightlife . Led, in this
respect , by the "wild man" of Belfast the Irish secured their major
victory of the day in the boat rate .
We (and especially Ian Hattersly) were pleased to entertain
such spirited sportsmen and
woman and now have plans for a
Phil Learinont
return visit.

Thursdays

Squash
Fitness Testing
Circuit Training
MultlGym
Popmobility
Fitness Testing
Popmobility
Running
Flexibility

Fridays

Popmobility
Tennis
Badminton

08. 10-08.40
08.50-10.10
10. 10-11.30
09.00-10.00
10.00-11.00
11.00-12.00
10.00-12.00
12.15-13.00 •
13.00-14.00
14.00-16.00
17 .00-18.30
08.50-10.10
10.10-11.30
11 .30-13.00
12.00-14.00
12.00-14.00
13.00-14.00
15.00-17.00
17.30-18.30
17.30-18.30
20.30-21.31)
13.00-14.00
14.00-1.5.00
15 .00-16.00
12.00-14.00

Mixed

KB
Beginners

Beginner
Improver ·
Beginner
Improver
Advanced
Ladies only

Improver
Beginner
Mixed

Advanced
KB
Beginner
Improver

There have-,-.been . numer9us
one week to the next have pre.smaller incidents: League players
vented the team 's continued suchave been refused entry io their
cess amidst their new company.
former Union club grounds when
Within a month Marc Lambert
they merely sought to ~pectate at a
(hooker) , Danny Casson (prop)
game , ano are treated as outcasts.
and Stuart Irvine (no . 8) had all be
In the firsf of an occasional . Union arnat~ut (d~spite problems- Things must change. The matter
sidelined ; the subsequent re-shap~ries on controversial°
over. players. writing books •for will pmbably be raised in ParliaLast season was something ing of the pack ·greatly undermg issues, . Iain : Catto fillan~ial.reward , _imd the famous . ment shortly by MPs representing of a higltpoint for the Univer- mined the team's understanding
examines Rugby . Union's.. cohtroversy. o.ver member~ of the , League constituencies-they will sity Rugby Club, with the 1st and continuity, which goes some
atft
d t ·ts . .
:wales team in the seventies b.e ing · seek to have all Government aid XV winning promotion to the way to explaining the erratic per1
u e O I sister sport, remunerated. for wearing Adidas. to Rugby Union , both to the
Rugby League.
· ·
boots), il)ey are wrong to equate . schools and the grants through the Third Division a nd retaining formances . In a Division where
· h pro·fes- sports counc1·1 (at th e Iast coun t the
Scottish
Universities oppos1t10n scrums are both
Rugby feve r. is about to-.tiit rug b.Y· · L eague · wit
heavier and stronger than the
Although University's, tliis disadvantage
Edinburgh again as the Five sionalism. While the senior clubs approximately £600,000) stopped Championship.
Nations Championship gers in rugby ·League are professional. until this form of "apartheid" in they started the current sea- was greatly exaggerated. ·and the
underway
this
weekend : and m<;>st are thriving , attra.cting· British sport is stopped. The loss son well with two sound vie- students have twice been pushed
It is the 15_man game which · good, enthusiastic crowds , there of this money would go a long way tories, things have not gone over their. own line and conceded
I
Scotland bolds so dear and the 13 _ also exists a )lntisb Amateur · to killing Rugby Union at grass quite so well since.
a penalty try.
man game has only a small follow- Rugby League Association , with roots level - that would be a
mg north of the border, with no ovet_r a t_hdousa_nd cElubsl affdiliatedd; _ Thneedless dtisbaestcehranfoger th~Osp~~ - t1·0Innsjuarnieds1.tnocopnlas1ysetersntinfokremy. pfroosmiThis season. the 1st XV have
Rugby League clubs ·n Scotland. . na 1onw1 e m
ng an
an ___e_re_m_us_ _ _ _ _
- _ _ _...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
won only three of their eight
f
th
However, inthe Northof~nglarid Waies . Jiowever, despite e act .
leaguematches , concedingatotal
to a great extent 1·t 1·s Rugby that
.
·
an average o f six. these .. players play . for· no
o f 129 points.
League whi'ch holds the upp·c;r·. rewar\1
,merely
for
the
enioyment
·
·
·
teen points a game. Th.1s has Ie ft
hand . Despite the existenc~ cif top . of th e game; in exaGtly th e same .
them languishing third from the
class UnionclubslikeOosforthiri . way -as Rugpy ,Union players ·do ,,
bottom of Division Three, while
the North, Union is seen·rather'as t!t.ese. playe~s are b,mned from
earlier
this
month
they
a game with its heartlands in Eng: -'. pla~ing for a~y clul;> affilialed io :
reliquinshed their Scottish Unith e RF~ .- lmagi?e the furore
Perhaps if you are lucky, you might_you see once a week,
versities Crown to Strathclyde .
land in the South . · ·
.
. . · · . ·-·: there would . be -if an · amateur · In the swilling, browning mirror of the glass that's your best friend,
y
d f · ·
·1
. The Rugby League.V(_as fo_rmed_ -. athl'ete waii banned from .playing
et a moo o opt1m1sm preva1 s;
Or the yellowed aluminium , where you've had your ten-pint leak ,
John Douglas the 1st XV Cap
189
m
5 when 22 norther,n· _clubs · rug.by .. Union' because the· tqp . But we , lucky , lucky , we, can.see, thee , the rest of the t1·me .
ta1·n rema1·ns ·conf1·dent that h1·sbro ke away from the estaplished . · peop
· 'ie i.n ·hi~ sport are in 'effe_ct .
'
ga
h ·
f
f
·
team can hold their place in the
. me . over t e _issue o pro es, professional! ·.
Women , yeh , women, some of my best mates are woThird Division. and believes that
·. .' .
. .. .
.
Only trouble, only, only, trouble is , what can you say to
sionahsm and set up on their.own i. ·· ·. .
Std!, though Rugby .l}nion ·tias - ff is· on~ -of ·the ·b!1~1c ?1Ies-m to , what can you say to a whole race of, um ' er' 'em,
a return match against Strathclyde
faded to accept'that-League has a ·._ Rugby Umon, epshn.n_ed.in.RFU Who only talk abo ut figures.
would yield a different result.
vahd and necessary existence arid .Jegislatjon, th~r any play1:r IWhO
After sixty minutes of the
stlll to some degree resents its pie~ -has played ·Rugby League 1s ban-. Figures, yeh figures; figures about figures , that's all ,
match against Kirkcaldy on Satursence. While the Rugby -League .. ,ited ro.r life. from playing Rugby Get their thirty four up to a thir'y six,
·day, the University were leading
clubs quite happily:. a=;pi ·the,:'. l.:/nion,. Two !ecent incigents have their twen'y six down to a twenty-fowah,
3-0 and "playing as we as we have
need for the two codes to co,exist . made news in this area: (trst of all And their frillies down to the; thrillies down to the.
all season." At that point the
thrillies down to the ground.
- Union is generallyjilayed on a · . Terry -Holmes; arguably th~ bes(
match was abandoned owing to
Saturday and League on.a_Sµn4ay . · Union.player in _the ~or!d, signed
7
the atrocious conditions, which
so competition for spectators does for . Bradford Northern , a Rugby Me? 7 /s but, no , straight up , straight up. yeh. yeh, right
deprived the ·students of a certairr \"-"
not exist - the Rugby.. union -' League .club for .£89,000. Si:_c- Straaaigbt up , right , no but 6 and a bit on a Friday night .
clubs and administrators throw · · ondly, Steven Ford, a .,Cardiff (Well it depends on the bit, doesn't it) What! What??
victory. Apparently they have
rid themselves of what Douglas
their hands up in horror ai the . pl'ayer' was banned for life _aft et Well sod her I did , I bloody never did , anyway. they don't judge me,
the
m!
right!
I
judge
.as the "depression "
described
rnere mention of professionalism. · taking part in a trial for : ~~ds
they
felt at the end of last term,
While this in itself is unifers Rugby League Club_. Cardiff o_nly Well we could have beaten Morgan, but the ref was such a p---,
and consequently there need be
standable _ amateurism is the became aware ot_tb1s afte~ a gut- Dal yell, nah , piece of piss , I had their prop in stick ,
no worry that the success of l&St
foundation oj Rugby Union, and lesscowa_rd , a~ra1dt?put_b1sname And as for Higbland , did you see, I was in between the posts,
year will be shortlived.
the Union admihistrators musi be ~hind his actions, informed <::ar- Er, but we lost.
The anonymous rugby admirer
Jon Zllkha
appla ude d m
· t h e1r
· e fforts
, to keep dtff anonymously of the · tnal.

Differing attitudes lo rugby ·

Cause.for
Concern?

sport-·

EJ ·EURFC

.(God bless 'em)
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LESTER

Edin. Univ 1. Bon Accord 3
There is a tide in the affairs
of men
Which liken at the flood,
leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of
their life
Is bound in shallows and in
miseries.
W.S.
And so it was that the University failed to maintain their preChristmas momentum against a
Bon Accord side who will have
returned to Aberdeen grateful for
their opponents' indecisiveness.
However , with Darlington FC
out of action this weekend, the
attention of the sporting world
was naturally focused upon the
Pleasance. There the University
1st team paraded their new strips,
courtesy of the Sports Union. The
surprising lack of TV cameras was
an early disappoin{ment to the
players, especially to Hendry hoping to make an early bid for BBC
Sports Personality of the Ye~r.
Anyway, the ganie started with
the two sides facing each other
through new nets, attached to new
posts at a new, increased height
from the ground . Edinburgh
quickly dropped behind due to a
combination of poor serving, slow
backcourt defence and a general
lack of co-ordination at the net.
As a result , with th~ score at 2-5,
coach Thomson was forced to call
an early time-out in order to raise
deflated spirits. ms words spurred the team into, greater efforts
and strong front-court attacking

by Hendry, Swanson and Smith
helped bring the scores level at 1010. Here Bon Accord introduced
their star player, Iain McGowan ,
and his appearance, plus a series
of serve-receive enors from the
University caused the set to go to
Bon Accord by 11-15.
After the change round ; Edinburgh came back onto court, fired
up to make a game of it . Powerful
servi ng by Swanson, and good
blocking at the net by Gilchrist,
Smith and Fisher left the defence
redundant and quickly moved the
score to 8-0 in our favour. Feeling
confident, Fisher took his regular
mid-match siesta and wrd William Lucan reappeared , as Bon
Accord took their turn to commit
a series of blunders. The set was
finally falteringly won 15-8 as ·
coach Thomson missed a good
opportunity to bring on the substitutes and so rest other players who
were suffering from the Christmas
lay-off.

and the points we(e finally lost by
erratic hitting out of court when a
'dink' would have been more sensible . The set was lost 8-15.
Appreciating the uphill struggle
confronting them , the University
returned to the court ready to
fight for every ball. Excellent
blocking by Jonathan Smith and
Burgess kept Edinburgh in the
game, and the scores ·were still
nip-and-tuck at 12-13. Here
scorer Platts endeavoured to
influence the result , but fate took
a hand in some strange line-calls
and the University were fi nally
unlucky to lose the longest set of
the match 12-15.

T he post-match inquisition
revealed major flaws in the team's
play and a hard week's training
will be undertaken in preparation
for next weekend's two big games.
On Saturday the team travel to
Elgin where defeat would leave
the University dangerously close
to the foot of Division 2 of the
The third set saw the Aberdeen Scottish National League. On
side come back powerfully, espe- Sunday the· University return• to
cially through their big outs,ide the Pleasance for the second
hitter Norman. A brief interlude
round of the Royal Bank Plate.
in the middle of the set when
Our opponents are local rivals
Edinburgh fought well , saw the
Wester Hailes who contain five
scores draw level at 7-7. Unfortuex-University players in eluding
nately, the University play then
present coach Robin Thomson.
became fraught with errors as
My prediction is that the game will
tiredness set in and heads began to
be close and exciting, and anyone
drop. It started with poor 'digwishing to watch can best see the
ging' into the 'setters' whose shorr
game from the balcony at the
and inaccurate use of the ball
Pleasance at around 3 pm on Sunserved only to worsen the situaday.
tion. Thus the 'Spikers' often·
J.B.
received the ball under pressure

Having just passed halfway'
in the current National Hunt
Season, most stables are now
in full swing .

for many trainers - however one
with no such problems is West
Country trainer Martin Pipe . A
racing millionaire , he has the lux.
ury of an all weather gallop and
his horses showed tfieir well-being
putting in tremendous performances last Saturday. Pipe
scarcely leaves Haydock without a
winner and has brilliant Hurdler
CORPORAL CLINGER and the
improving KJNTBURY entered
for events there .
The Wellington trainer should
again be amongst the spoils at his
local Newton Abbott on Thursday. While all. his runners should
be considered RIGl:fT REGENT
and
CONVEYOR
BELLE
deserve particular attention.
POLAR STAR should also go
well for the stable at Sandown on
Saturday.

Saturday's feature , race, the
£16,000 Peter Marsh Chase .at ·
Haydock Park , has more than its
fair share of class horses , with the
likes of The Mighty Mac , Scottish
trained Earls Brig and last year's
Elsewhere, at Lingfield on
Gold Cup winner Forgive 'N Thursday SHINY COPPER
Forget going.to post. However , I should go close after finishing well
expect
David
Elsworth's in his previous two outings.
COOMBS DITCH to make the Although unplaced on both occalong journey from Whitsbury pay sions he was running in good com. pany and should be worth followoff.
The current spell of bad ing each-way here as he will relish
weather ha~ meant frozen gallops the testing conditions.

PRIZE

CROSSWORD

Shock of Cocky Hockey
EU 1st XI 1 Cochrane Park 2
It was to have been a truly prophet noticing the appearance
historic day. Victory over· of a brilliant rainbow shortly after
1st the plague of hailstones spread
Cochrane Park, and
XI would move to the top of the word amongst his team-mates.
The Edinburgh side was so overNational League Division III come by this religious experience
for the first time in God that it did the Christian thing and
knows how long. Alas, God gave Cochrane Park another goal.
knew it was going to be In short , the two-goal deficit at
longer. Indeed, if the bard halftime was the result of Edinhimself had written the plot of burgh's most complacent perforthe game, it would -have been mance of the season.
proclaimed a greater tragedy
Fonhe remainder of the game
than Hamlet.

r,u

the team showed, in all departTo begin with the merry tune of ments, the commitment and playl'le umpire's whistle was not ing ability which had it challengsomething which greatly amused ing for league leadership in the·
Dr Martin Luther Mcfarlane who first place. A number of fine
obviously feeling emotionally dis- breaks by Loughlin pressurised
traught at his team 's persecution . the opposing defence and eventuproceeded to lay down his hockey ally they conceded a flick which
stick (metaphorically speaking) was immaculately converted by
and pick up instead the SHA MacLeod. Williams' .ejaculations
rulebook to preach the mysteries at having scored another goal for
therein to his defence . The Coc- the University shortly afterwardes
hrane Park players seized on the were "proximo", as the umpire
Edinburgh distraction to snatch decided to radically interpret the
the lead. The first half continued offside rule . Indeed to call the
in the same 'biblical' vein. A latter "a blind bastard" would be

something of an understatement.
All in all it could be argued that
"he lost us the game". However,
as the game neared its close arid
both teams fought the elements as
opposed to themselves , it became
painfully clear that the Edinburgh
side had only themselves to blame
for the loss of two points and an
undefeated record . Of course it's
only one game , but if the side
wishes to build on the first
term's fine start, it must learn that ·
consistent' commitment and not
complacency is the order ot the
Syd
day.

ACROSS

DOWN

Any chat in the UK? (7)
I am at first Latin turning into a
more modern Romantic (7)
9. Short editor, grey , a glutton (6)
10. Initially, Peter tries turning to a
clergyman (6)
11. Romeo rearranges a small revolver

1.

I.

4.

(SJ
12. Ape talkes of a flower (5)
13. A pedestrian's ways (5)
15. Withdrawal of capital backing for correct political reasons, of
course (13)
i9. Wishy-washy SDP members of the
Royal Institute (5)
21. Pools around the old John B.! (5)
22. Clark hides under a roof! (S)
23. The French drug commonly, often
to Gretna (6)
25. Car telephone, useful for a business consortium (6)
26. Let's bum around-but don 't trip!

Clean American soldier is uncommo nly pure! (7)
,
2. • A communist staggered . and
danced around an eel (7)
3.
Initiall y, Henry and Yosser
pmrovid e fodder (3)
5.
Dump rubbish around pit (3)
6. To do with intent - it's criminal!
(6)

7.
8.
13.

14.
16.

17.

Test Len for stinging plants (7)
Leave Minnie without a partner!
(4, 3,6)
Longed afte! wood (5)
Locates them on building plots (5)
Those who rule - in Christmas
terseness anyway (7)
A thief from Pitsburgh , we hear!
(7)

18. Two backward mops on one's hat!
(3-3)
20. Get the bird - or tr~p it (6)
.24. Be led up by Rodney's brother! (3)
2S. Prenominally Latin American
revolution~ry (3)

An intra-mural golf compeu:
tion will take place on Wednesday
(7)
9th February at Craigmillar park
Golf Club. The entry fee is £3.50 27. Let one who stays in the same place
rest (7)
and the format will be two-ball
Compiled by Paul Greatrix and
foursomes. Entry forms can be
Graham Lindsay.
had from the Sports Union which
is open from 9 am until 4 pm.
·Completed solutions, together with your name and address, should be
handed in to the Student offices at 48, The Pleasance, orput in one of the
red Student boxes,around the Unions, by 1 pm on Monday. The send~r
of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's name wtll
be published in next week's Student.

Last Week's Solution
ACROSS

.

I. Mandela Centre;8. UDF; 9. Enable; JO. Devil; 11. Exra; 13. She; 14.
Diamonds; IS. Florin; 16. Et; 18. Conservative; 23. Or; 25. Illiterate;
26. Osric; 28. Nee; 29. Step up; 31. Sad; 34. Asia;36. Ash; 37. Quo; 38 ·
Den ; 39.'Turn; 40. Utah; 41. FM; 42. Easel.

DOWN

1. Mike Devlin; 2. Dynamic; 3. Lebannon; 4. Chess; 5. Node ; 6·
Revolution; 7. Offend; 9. Era; 12. Zit ; 17. Grotesque ; 19. Outspan ; zo.
Seraphim; 21. ure; 22. Glutinous; 24. Scrapheap; 30. Us ; 32." Aura; 33.
Dons; ~S. Adage; 41. and 43. Across; Far Eastern Prawn Shop.

